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THE AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING D-16
IT LOOKS EXPENSIVE BUT IT'S NOT!

THIS NEW RADIO CONSOLE from
Audioarts combines the benefits of a
ROUTER and an AUDIO CONSOLE into one
COST-EFFECTIVE digital package, letting
you route any input to any fader or to any
monitor feed, with all sources clearly
shown in bright LED dot matrix displays
right above the faders and monitor level
controls.

A COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN, the D-16
has the features you need: both analog
and digital PROGRAM and AUDITION
stereo outputs, 2 MONO analog outputs,
14 input faders plus 2 caller faders, 4 mic
preamps, control room and studio
monitoring, built-in cue and headphone
amps (with concealed headphone jack)
-even four internally generated mix -
minus outputs!

WITH 24 -BIT A>D and D>A inputs and
outputs and sample rate converters on
every AES digital input, the D-16 will work
with virtually any digital source gear you
have. It can run your source machines too
(up to eight of them)-all opto-isolated.
Its DSP DIGITAL METERING simultaneously
displays VU columns and peak hold
fullscale digital so you can be assured of
pristine performance. Its powerful caller
tools generate mix -minuses automati-
cally, and you can program any of its four
MXM outputs to be pre or post fader.

And with Wheatstone's extensive
digital background and reputation you
can be assured that the D-16 is a great
console!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net / sales@wheatstone.com
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The Standard of Performance.
The most trusted professional digital audio editor moves forward with

version 7. Incorporating new features and functions, nothing's more

powerful or comprehensive.

Sound Forge' software is the established leader for 24 -bit. non-cestructive

two -track digital audio editing and mastering. It's the best application

available for audio recording, real-time editing and processing, and

streaming media creation. Sound Forge software offers aver 40 built-in

effects and processes, saves to all popular audio formats, and includes

the acclaimed Acoustic MirrorTM, Wave Hammer , and Spe-Arum Analysis

tools. Over a decade ago, Sound Forge software revolutior ized the audio

industry through its effectiveness and ease -of -use. Now r furlher raises

the standard of performance you require from a digital and o editor.

Sound Forge sofware advances with version 7.0. New features include:

 Automated time -based recording

 Audio threshold record triggering

 Clipped peak detection and marking

 Windows Media' 9 Series import and export

 Support for 24fps DV and other video formats

Sony Sound Forge 7.0 software maximizes its legacy to Jeher a new

level of technological sophistication.

Rely on it.

SONY

Sound Forge 7.,rofessionaL
Digital Audio

Edit ins Software

SOS}

rn

Available worldwide, or on the Web at: www.sony.com/mediasoftware

r.-!Musician'sfriend Ates. SONY
2003 Sony drrtures Digital Inc All rights reserved Sound Forge is a trademark or registered trademark of Son, Pictures (Nodal Inc All other trademarks arethe property of then respective owners
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Highlights of news items from the past month

FCC Looks to Smart Radios
The Commission is considering the technical and
operational flexibility for service providers particu-
larly in rural and underserved areas.

Arhitron Eyes Houston for PPM Trial
Discussions are underway to determine market
interest in the project.

Satellite Radio With Pictures?
XM and Sirius will debut systems that transmit video
to automobiles using the same infrastructure.

Sony Introduces New MD Format
The unit records as much as 45 hours of music on
one disc and is backward compatible with
existing Minidiscs.

Site Features
IBOC Update [-newsletter

A new, bi-weekly e-mail newsletter dedicated to
IBOC/HD Radio. Read the latest issue now and

subscribe online.

NAB Insight E -newsletter
Get all the latest information about the NAB2004

convention, the sessions and the products
in our weekly e-mail newsletter. The first issue

e -mails in March.

The Engineer's Notebook
A handy reference collection of tools and equations

Online Article Archive
Not only can you read the February issue online,

access every issue online as well with the Browse
Back Issues link.

The Demo Room
View online demos of the latest products.

xtreme

the NEXT generation for El, 01.111, and 11IV systems...

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme. the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional Broadcast audio hardware.

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation, ... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

rakis systems inc. www.arrakis-systems.com [9701 461-0730
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The ultimate in remote broadcast mobility.
With a free Batter, pack and new GSM wireless capability,
Tieline Patriot POTS codecs car take your remotes to new
heights.

Buy the exclusive Freedom Kit which includes two Patriot
POTS codecs*, Flight Case & Mic Headset & get a
Free Battery Kit and PC Remote Control Software
Package valued at $1000

2044:
This pac..-cage gives you the poker
to delivEr and control crystal clear
quality audio and data
anywhere anytime

 minimum purchase of any 2 TEline codecs
GSM phone and batteries not included

Tieline America
7202 East 87th Street Suite #1164
Indianapolis IN 46256 USA
Free call: 1800-750-795
Fax: (317) 9t3 6915
email kkeevin@tieline.com

#0.

Call now!
Toll Free at

1800-750-7950
while stocks last

Ter
www.tieline.com
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Viewpoint

The digital age has arrived

he beginning of January saw the introduc-
tion and first commercial sale of consum-
er IBOC receivers in the United States.This
day brought forth mixed feelings across
the radio industry. The IBOC supporters
see it as another step forward in the tran-
sition to a terrestrial digital system. The
IBOC opponents view it as another blow
to the stake already being forced into the
heart of radio. While I don't see a decisive
mark for or against broadcasters with the
January events, I am seeing a raised con-
sumer awareness that includes some un-
fortunate misconceptions.

Having consumer receivers avail-
able removes the chicken -or -the -egg
debate for acceptance of the service.
While there are only a handful of
stations transmitting IBOCsignals, it is
possible to hear them now. Granted,
the receivers are not available every-
where yet, but it has to start some-
where. If we draw a parallel from the
proliferation of RBDS to a potential
acceptance of IBOC, we're already
one step ahead with IBOC. I don't
recall the same fuss being made about
RBDS that I am seeing with IBOC over
the past weeks.

National news magazines, local and na-
tional newspapers and news websites all
carried something about the introduction
of the IBOC receivers. Most of the stories
I read all had the same theme, mainly
dwelling on the press release points is-
sued by Ibiquity. The promise of reduced
interference, less noise, enhanced services
(data) and clearer sound are bound to
attract the interest of consumers. Unfortu-
nately, consumers don't understand the
technology, so the anticipated drastic im-
provement may be a disappointment if it is
not actually experienced.

I read several consumer reviews of the
event, but an article in Time magazine
seems to carry the common theme. An
article in the Jan. 12 issue repeats the IBOC
dogma that the reporter was fed. I'm sure

Send comments to:

that she had no idea what some of the statements meant.
The point that really made me shake my head was the use
of the term "high definition radio" The IBOC technology
developed by Ibiquity has been branded HD Radio,which
is a trademarked name. I have never heard Ibiquity refer
to the technology as high -definition radio. I doubt many
broadcasters would call it that anyway. Considering that the
technology is based on a low bit -rate transmission scheme
with a perceptual audio encoder algorithm,it's technically
crippled from the start. The HDC audio encoder sounds
exponentially better than the previously used algorithm,
but there are limitations.

The Time article made a few statements that stand to
hinder the acceptance of 1BOC. The first concerned the
overall quality. The reporter stated that she expected the
digital signal to sound richer than the analog signal. This
misconception is not new to IBOC, but it is common to the
expectation of"digital" Consumers have been trained that
anything digital is better than anything analog without the
necessary qualifiers. In the reporter's view,the digital signal
sounds harsh and crackly while the analog had less static.
I have been told that the reporter did not know the
difference between studio noise in the source and trans-
mission noise, but it doesn't matter. Her perception is her
reality. She thinks that analog sounds better than digital.

The reporter did notice that the quality difference be-
tween AM analog to AM IBOC was more distinct than the
quality difference between FM analog and FM IBOC. Broad-
casters have known this all along. Consumers are just
starting to learn it.

Another claim that was made is that the FCC adopted
IBOC as the U.S. standard. We know that this is not yet the
case. This is a lesser point,but further proves to me that the
consumer media does not fully understand what is being
developed and blindly believes whatever information is
fed to them.

The Consumer Electronics Show ended on Jan. 11. The
news stories I read ran in the first few weeks of the month. By
the end of January, the news had almost completely disap-
peared. IBOC had its flash of consumer spotlight. lime will
tell if any of it sticks or if it was all just a puff of smoke.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschereOrprimediabusiness.com

E-mail: beradioaprimediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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hat Does It Sound Like At The Top?

Delivering the sound of the summit to listeners
around the world is as simple as pressing a
button. The Comrex Matrix, equipped with our
optional GSM Module, combines an integrated
mobile phone and an advanced Comrex codec
to deliver broadcast quality 7kHz audio over
standard cellular connections (15kHz over POTS).

The results? Your listeners hear fingernails
digcing into rock - the sound of a successful
climb with detail that's simply unprecedented.

Oral your audience by their ears and give them
the full experience -not just a story.

Doing a remote? Put Comrex on the line.

Toll Free: 800-2371776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA  Tel: 973-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717



RF Engineering

The IBOC FM waveform
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

he world of IBOC encompasses AM and FM
operation. At the present time, AM and FM
IBOC operation is in use by a number of
stations. The use of AM IBOC at night is still
under discussion due to a possible prob-
lem with skywave signals.

FM IBOC recently received a boost with
the introduction of new antennas capable
of dual transmitter operation and not re-
quiring expensive and elaborate combin-
ers. The FCC is expected to issue new FM
IBOC antenna rules soon.

The FM IBOC system offers four basic
services in a single FM assignment.The main
program provides audio, the personal data

carrier frequency
(kHz)

120 to 240

POWer ipedia deristtYre ative to'
unmodulated analog FM carrier

(dBc/kHz)

240 to 600 -35

600 -80 or -43
-10 log 1power in wattsr

' ll hi( licci Potter refer. li) (14,11 untliodutited
transmitter output carrier power.

Table 1. The FCC -required channel occupancy.

service offers miscellaneous data service
as required by the user, the station identi-
fication service is provided by a third
channel and the fourth auxiliary applica-
tion service provides a broad choice of
specialized transmission
applications.

The IBOC system for FM
as developed by Ibiquity is
a fascinating engineering
feat. A tremendous amount
of engineering design was
involved in complying with
the FCC's strict channel
width requirements within
which Ibiquity had to stay
and still produce the de-
sired results.The FCC's rules
require that all IBOC signals
stay within the FM emission
mask in accordance with
the commission's rules.

The sum of all parts
IBOC FM is a unique combination of many systems. In fact,

multum in parva is the best way of describing its many parts.
The complete operation is organized into five layers. Each
layer performs a specified job, or jobs and the results in a
data transmission system (including music and speech)
that can be considered free from interference and possible
errors within the limits of the transmitter's service range.

The FM IBOC system has been developed as a series of
layers, each of which performs a specific operation. From
a standard broadcaster's point of view, Layer Five is prob-
ably the most important. This is the speech input layer
where audio is received, processed if necessary and
passed on to Layer Four where it is encoded for digital
transmission. The channel encoding counteracts the
normal RF transmission imperfections, which can include
fading,interference and atmospheric noise. Forward error
correction (FEC) adds correction bits to the pretransmitted
signal with bit redundancy being used to improve system
resistance to errors.

LayersTwo and Three perform the multiplexing,which is
critical to the success of the IBOC system, and Layer One
determines the format to be used for the actual transmis-
sion of the signal.

A logical channel is used to describe the optimum
circuit path laid out for a signal to follow on its way
through Layer One. Because the IBOC system accepts
many different types of signal 10 logical channels are
provided. Not all of these are used all the time depending
on the transmission needs of the audio input. Four of
these are classed as major logical channels, and the
remaining six are used only with digital waveforms. A
channel listing protocol has been established that provides

ower Digital
Sideband

10 frequency
partitions

.198.402 Hz

Upper Digital
Sideband

Analog FM Signal

129.381 HZ 0 Hz 129 361 Hz 198.402 H

10 February 2004

Figure 1. Hybrid operation with analog main channel.
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LEDtronics LEDs Put the Status in Status Indicators.
LEDs and LED Lamps for All Your Control Panels.

Every Size. Every Shape.

Discrete LEDs

385mm LEDs with Spacers Spider LED 20mm Big Dome

3mm 4.15111' 2x5mm 3mm
Multichip Rectangular Cylindrical

Direct Incandescent Replacement.

Based LED Lamps

r"  
StackLED S6

15mm SC/DC Bayonet Candelabra

Ets#
9mm

Miniature Bayonet

Bi-Pin

111

Teleslide

3mm Sub -Midget
Flange

9mm
Miniature Bayonet

Wedge Based
9mm/5mm

5mm
Midget Flange

Today's Precision Technology.

SMT LEDs

Ar
Infrared 805 603 2mm AXIAL

Low -Cost. Snap -In. Relampable.

Panel Mount LEDs

io
\

114
Relampable PF50 Series

Socket Cartridge 1/2" (12.7mm)
3/8" (9.5mm) Mtg. Dia. Snap -in LEDs

111111'

1111111111111Relampable LED 1/2'
(12.7mm) Mtg. Dia. Bi-pin Cartridge

16/22/30mm
Relampable Panel

Mount LEDs

Snap -in Panel
Mount All Sizes

Made to Meet Your Application.

Custom LED Products

Back Lighting
LED Clusters

,__:aleleo
Ole111+il

e

Flexible
Path

Lighting
LEDs

PCB LED
Light Bars

(74
Bargraphs

tre
, ...,

1111

5mm 3mm 3mm 5mm 3mm
Bi-Level Tri-Level Quad -Level Right Angle Right Angle

Low -Current.

PCB Indicators

100.000 Hour LED Life  High Shock and Vibration Resistant  80 - 90°. More Energy -Efficient
Than Incandescent Lamps  Solid -State Construction  Colorfast  Fast Response Time

TRONICS, INC.
THE FUTURE OF LIGHT
An ISO 900, Reg.ster. Company

23105 Kashiwa Court. Torrance. CA 90505
Phone: (800) 579-4875 or (310) 534-1505
Fax: (310) 534-1424
E-mail: webmaster@ledtronics.com
Website: http://www.ledtronics.com
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KintronicWabs, Inc

OFFERING COMPLETE CONCEPT -10 - ON AIR SERVICES
FOR DIGITAL AM R ELDIO

WIDEBAP D ANTENNA TUNING
UNITS, PHASING AND MATCHING

SYSTEM.; '0 MEET CUSTOM
REQUIREMENTS

THREE TOWER IVA 50kW NDA-D / DA -N
DIRECT1)NAL ANTENNA SYSTEM

ST PAUL MN.

NEW "DLTU" SER ES SUPER
W CEBAND ANTENNA TUMING

UNITS

)14ECTIONAL ARR 1Y ANTE 4NA
TUNING UNIT

GAITHERSBUIG MD

Phone: (423) 878.3141 Fax: (423) 878-4222

Email: ktlultintroaic.com
Web Site: www.kintrcnic.com

40'
41,
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audio opticns and automation
capabilities. Features like our

TSr" time scaling algoriti.m,*
multi -rate nixing, and SoundGuard mult
layer Trans.er t Voltage Suppressors ;TVS).

Record anc p.ay MPEG-1 Layer II and MP3 with
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us at -ft -3(2-324-5333 or go to www.audioscieccl.com.
'Contact your Md eScrence (Paler it, trris feature
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a guide to the type of service required.
The waveform of the transmitted signal is different from

anything heretofore observed in the FM band. IBOC offers
different systems or protocols: hybrid, expanded hybrid and
total digital. The three waveform characteristics, or spectra,
are basically similar but have some clearly defined differenc-
es. However,each system's spectrum is divided into a diverse
number of sidebands, which represent different orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) subcarrier groups.

All three of the FM IBOC transmission systems use OFDM
for the digital portion of the signal. It uses the properties of
OFDM, which is a parallel modulation system in which a
number of narrowband subcarriers called partitions are
simultaneously modulated. These narrowband sub carri-
ers produce resistance to multipath, fading and interfer-
ence because they are transmitted at a comparatively low
symbol speed and provide a comparatively long informa-
tion holding time.
One of the major differences between IBOC and other

single carrierdigital systems is the use of frequency partitions.
Each partition consists of 18 data subcarriers and one
reference subcarrier. The manner in which the subcarriers

Lower Digital Upper Digital
Sideband Sideband

 resew Ma 129 ms. 101 74.4,

Analog FM Signal

r or )ec rtr rae.aer

10
frequency parte., r

12111.40214

Figure 2. Extended hybrid operation with analog.

are handled depends on whether the IBOC system in use is
the hybrid, extended hybrid or all digital.

The first two waveforms, hybrid and extended hybrid use
an analog FM signal and differ in the sideband usage. As
its name implies the all -digital system does not use any
analog signal at all. The bandwidth of the sidebands from
the main digital signal is expanded and lower power
secondary sidebands are inserted in the space formerly
used by the analog signal.

Hybrid operation. The analog audio channel can include
stereo and SCA operation. Located on each side of the analog
audio signal are the primary main sidebands.The sidebands
consist of 10 partitions, which may be allocated among the
various subcarriers. Two additional reference subcarriers
are included in these sidebands.

Extended hybrid operation. To operate in the expanded
hybrid condition OFDM subcarriers are added to the primary
main sidebands in the normal hybrid configuration. As
many as four frequency partitions can be added between the

12 Felnary 2004 www.beradio.com
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IF YOU WANT TO BOOST YOUR REVENUES, PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE.

At NPR Satellite Services, we understand all the ups and downs of broadcasting-because we
do it ourselves. That's why we provide a complete set of affordable satellite solutions to support
you. If you need reliable space segment with coverage in all 50 states and the Caribbeai,
or require custom engineering design, training, and consulting-we've got the experience and
technical expertise to get your transmissions up there to generate dollars down here. To find out
more, call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2626. And discover some very down to earth value.

www.nprss.org/be

npr
satellite
services
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"Still The BEST...
,4111111111ak,
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J

14 1

Remote Pick -Up System

 Frequency Agile
 2 -Channel Synthesized
 Built-in Mixer
 External Processing Loop
 Switchable High Level/Mic Inputs
 Remote Frequency Change

 DTMF Control of Channel
and Bandwidth

 Rugged Construction
 VSWR Protection
 Full Metering
 Built-in Test Oscillator

408-943-9323
www.tftinc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com

2243 Ringwood Ave. San Jose, CA 95131 fax: (408) 432-9218

III

1 -I

021 Hz 129,391 Hz

101,744 Hz

196,

Figure 3. All -digital spectrum with full
channel occupancy.

edge of each primary main sidebands
and the analog signal. This is called the
primary extended PX sideband. Figure 2
shows the spectrum in the extended
condition and shows four additional sub -
carriers. The channel width is greater but
still within the FCC's requirements.

All -digital FM operation. The IBOC all
digital mode produces a complex wave-
form. By disabling or removing the ana-
log signal ample space is left to insert the
primal), d igital sidebands and lower pow-
er secondary sidebands. Extended fre-
quency partitions are present in this op-
eration. Each secondary sideband also
has 10 secondary main and four second-
ary extended frequency partitions and
the secondary main frequency partitions
are closer to the channel center.

In addition, each secondary sideband
has a small, protected area located where
there is least likelihood of interference
from adjacent analog or digital signals. In
this area are 12 OFMD subcarriers and
one reference subcarrier. The center of
the channel carries one more reference
subcarrier The resulting channel spec-
trum is symmetrical with several refer-
ence subcarriers available to ensure cor-
rect decoding in the receiver.

The frequencies span of the complete
spectrum is3.96803MHz, which falls com-
pletely within the commission's general
FM requirements.The total average pow-
er of a primary digital subcarrier is at
least 10dB above the total power of the
hybrid primary digital subcarrier.

Thanks to Jeff Detwiler of lbiquity for provid-
ing information for this article.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

RF Engineering in the
April issue:

FM Combiners

14 February 2004 www.beradio.com
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A new codec with Advanced Audio Coding
for use over the Internet, ISDN or DSL

The newest codec from CCS/
MUSICAM USA does it all! While
maintaining compatibility with
existing codecs, NetStar opens a
new realm of connection capabili-
ties. NetStar can send and receive
full fidelity, real-time stereo audio
not only via ISDN and dedicated
data lines, but also via IP.

NetStar contains not only standard
coding algorithms like G.711, G.722,
MPEG 1& 2 Layer 2 and MPEG 1& 2
Layer 3. but also the latest MPEG 2
Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) and
MPEG 4 AAC-Low Delay.

MUSICAM USA

NetStar can even connect bi-
directionally via IP with
uncompressed linear audio and
near -zero delay!

NetStar automatically recognizes the
calling codec, and even comes with
its own built-in web server for easy
remote control from any web
browser. And, because living within
your budget is essential, NetStar is
not only our most capable codec
ever, it's also our most affordable.

Contact us, or your authorized CCS;
MUSICAM USA dealer for details

MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Stree-, Bldg #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusc.com
www.musicamusa.com

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc
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Navigate electronic filing systems
By Harry Martin

1111

11111

' he FCC has several electronic systems for
filing applications and reports. Most appli-
cations must be filed electronically, includ-
ing the renewals and ownership reports.
The system used for broadcasting is the
Consolidated Database System (CDBS),
which is located on the FCC's website:
wwwfcc.gov. In addition, all licensees
must have an FCC Registration Number
(FRN), which can be obtained electroni-
cally through the Commission Registra-
tion System (CORES).

An FRN is obtained by using the licens-
ee'sTaxpayer Identification Number (TIN)
(Social Security Number for individuals
and Employer Identification Number for
business entities).When a licensee obtains
an FRN, a password is associated with that
FRN. The password, usually set by the
licensee, is used to confirm identification
for electronic filing or fee payment. While
the system for obtaining an FRN through
CORES is easy to use, licensees sometimes
are faced with unexplained password re-
sets that make it impossible for them to
access their FRN account or file electroni-
cally. There have also been cases where the
FCC thoughtfully created an FRN for a
licensee without their knowledge, with the
wrong TIN and an unknown password. In
many of these bonus FRNs, the contact
person is also wrong.

CORES
Determine if you already have an FRN: If

you paid regulatory fees this year, or have
filed any applications or paid any fees
since December 2001, you should have at
least one FRN. In the CORES system, click
on the search button and select advanced
search. Type your TIN into the box marked
TIN and search. If your TIN has been used
to register an FRN, it will show up with this
search. You can also call the FCC's CORES
help desk (877-480-3201, Mon. through Fri.
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. ET).

If you have your FRN but do not have a
password: You need a password reset.Call
the help desk to have a new one assigned.
This may take more than a day, so don't wait

until the last minute.
Maintain your FRN: Even if you have an FRN and pass-

word, you are not in the clear. Check to make sure the
password still works by selecting the CORES link on the left
side of the FCC's homepage and selecting update on the
CORES homepage. The computer will ask for your FRN and
FRN password. If the computer pulls up your FRN registra-
tion, the password works. If the computer tells you the
password is invalid, it needs to be reset. Make sure your
information is accu rate.Your address should be current and
the contact person should be someone who still works for
the licensee and can be reached at the telephone number
listed on the FRN registration. This will streamline any
corrections that may be needed in the future. All corrections
of FRNs must be done through the CORES help desk and they
will want to speak to the contact person whose name was
provided when the FRN was originally obtained.

COBS
To file on CDBS: You need a CDBS account number and

password and an FRN and its password to file on CDBS. If
you plan on paying electronically, or if you would like the
computer to generate your 159 forms, you also need the EIN
or SSN number of the party who will be paying.

If you lose your account number or password: CDBS
accounts are not unique (as are, by contract, FRN ac-
counts).You can open as many as you like. If you lose your
account number,you can always open a new account.The
FCC's help desk can sometimes find your account number,
but you must have filed something from that account first.
The FCC's help desk can reset your password.

If CDBS is slow: Check the status of the system on the e -
filing link at the top of the FCC's home page. If you see a
lightning bolt or a red X, wait a while and try again. If you
see a green check, the system is supposed to be OK. If you
still have problems, try filing early in the morning (before
10 a.m. ET) or later in the evening (after 7 p.m. ET).

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@thhlaw.com.

Dateline:
Apri 1 is the deadline for tiling license renewal

applications for radio stations in Indiana, Kentucky
and Tennessee. Biennial ownership reports must be
filed with these renewals even though stations in
Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee filed such reports
in 2003.

Also on April 1, biennial ownership reports must be
filed, and annual EEO reports must be placed in the
public files of stations in the following additional
states: Texas, Delaware and Pennsylvania.

16 February 2004 www.beradio.com



Compared with the new, very sexy,

SAS Rubicon control surface, working

behind any other console is, well, a little

like kissing your grandmother.

No tease. Rubicon is much more

tf-an a pretty face.

Extensively user -customizable and

configurable, Rubicon sports a mouth-

d-ooling set of features and a drop -dead

gprgeous body.

Turned on, Rubicon's sophistication

aid depth of capabilities delivers all the

performance and satisfaction the most

ir tensive major market programming can

LOOKS LIKE WE HIT THE GEE SPOT.

demand. Yet working the board is never

intimidating-even to a weekend intern.

And since Rubicon has been engi-

neered by the name synonymous with the

best in digital systems routing and network

design, you can be sure that your experi

ence will be nothing less than smokin' hot.

Need proof?

Dozens of Rubicons are streaming

into big cities across the country. In fact,

tune in right now to KABC Radio Los
Angeles. Their Rubicon is online, on -air,

and purring like a kitten.

Rubicon.

Let the fondliig begin.

/w SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

Engineering great radio.

Fo information about the SAS Connected Digital Network , including the Rubicon Console Control Surface, 328D Digital

Arilio Router, and RIOLink Remote I/O call 1 818.840 6749, email salesTPsasaudio cow or visit www sasaudio corn
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11-Aer-grifififirilides
Take advantage of the latest designs

and build an audio infrastructure
that is future -proof

Wien

it comes time to install a new on -air audio console,
where will you begin? Determining the number id
source inputs and is only a small part of the process.

The audio console, which sits at the focal point in any studio,
serves a valuable function, but unlike audio source equip-
ment and peripherals, which can be easily upgraded and
modified as the station's needs change, the audio console is
a long-term commitment.

Determing the basic needs and then specifying the piece
equipment to fill these needs is not alwa5rs a simple proces
The on -air audio consoles available today offer many choic
and configurations. In addition, the console itself is undergoin

By Chriss Scherer, editor

an evolution that changes its function as a central routing point
to an interface control point. This new flexibility makes the
selection process more involved as the console becomes an
integrated part of a facility's audio routing system.

The basic starting point is deciding on an analog or digital
console. Digital designs, once high-priced items practical only
for larger installations, have become affordable and rival the
costs of analog designs. In addition, many digital designs have
moved beyond the stand-alone equipment phase and become a
part of the consolidated audio networking system. We used to
categorize audio consoles as analog or digital, but now it makes
more sense to categorize them as stand-alone or integrated.

Resou e Guide
A sample of available on -air audio consolesa

The Telos Systems Livewire conveys audio and peripheral data streams over
standard Ethernet hardware and cable, reducing the infrastructure costs. A single
CAT -5 or fiber conveys multiple audio channels, control, program -associated -
data, VoIP telephone and computer data. A Livewire 100Base-T link can carry
50 bi-directional stereo channels of 48kHz, 24 -bit linear PCM audio. Multiple
audio terminals can be distributed around the network to provide audio routing and control. Mixing functions are controlled with the Smart
Surface, a console control surface that provides a familiar console controller for adjusting levels and assigning inputs and outputs.

.f if If

44)11
r

11 11 II ISIS r.

dk

The Harris
BMX Digital
is an all -dig-
ital design
that features 48 digital buses that can be configured for program
mixes and talkback channels. It has four program buses, four
utility buses and two send buses, each with analog and digital
outputs. It supports as many as six telco modules with their own
off-line mixes, with two additional off-line mixes for other mix -
minus uses. The meter assembly features stereo bargraph
meters, a digital clock and a timer. The modules are hot-
swappable and have alphanumeric displays for input labels. The
console surface can directly communicate with Vistamax audio
network frames to provide a comprehensive routing system.

www.telos-systems.com

Wilitinffictirmitittlifirl`

www.harrls.corn

The Audioarts Engi-
neering D-16 digital
console features a

compact footprint and
a built-in router that
assigns any source to
any input or monitor.
The D-16 controls 16
input channels and two caller phone channels. It is equipped with
digital bargraph metering, alpha source displays, provides analog
and digital stereo PGM and AUD, Mono 1 and 2 output buses in
addition to four mix -minus outputs. Assignable machine control
ports are opto-isolated. The D -16's direct access to rear DB-25
VO connectors facilitates easy countertop installation.

L;41;.-;47.%WP:47.-1r.44-44.kklig

1111111111111111-

www.wheatstone.com
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SEE THE DSP X AT BOOTH N1710 N

DSPX )igital Audio Processor
Suitable for FM, DIGITAL RADIO and NET Broadcasting

0118 x 24 -bit DSP's providing 1 GIGA-MIPS of power

0 Comprehensive BLUE audio metering and screen

0 Digital and analog 10

0 Wide and multi -band AGCs with intelligent gating

0 Multi -band program dependent limiting

0 Look ahead limiting and distortion cancelled clipping

o DSP stereo encoder with composite clipping control

00Back-panel and rackroom (front panel) serial control

0 LAN / Net webserver for remote control

o Full range of user presets with live A/B switching

0 Software upgraceable

Version 1.0
now available

THE WORLD'S '-ARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SNOW

Apra 1,22. 2004 La to fl NV

for less than

$3000

NE
Call us toll -free on 1-888 866 1672 Gam -=Fm EST)

Available from top US broadcast dealers or factory direct from:

www.broadcastwarehouse.com
Ask us about our 100% satisfaction money back guarantee



-air
Solo player

A console that functions on its own, without the need fo a
routing system or audio engine qualifies as a stand-alone
console. The conventional analog design typifies this ap-
proach. All audio sources are connected directly to the

LPB Communications
manufactures the

MX Series of an-
alog consoles,

from the MX A Series
with as few as four channels to the

fully loaded 18 -channel MX18EW. The con-
soles are designed for small to medium market use. Solid -

steel frames build the foundation, and reverse -screened Lexan
overlays on the modules protect the labeling. The modules are
interchangeable and carry all of the channel electronics; no
active components are mounted on the console's motherboard.
Each module uses VCAs for noise -free operation. Consoles are
available with rotary or linear faders and feature active-
balarced line inputs, a cue amp with speaker, headphone output
anc remote module on/off control.

www.lobInc.corn

console, and the outputs of the console are
routed to their final destination. In smaller instal-

lations, this approach is still practical. These systems are
simpler to installand usually simpler to maintain than integrated
systems, primarly because they can be isolated in their function.

All the analog designs and some digital designs fit into the stand-
alonecategory. The stand-aloneapproach will work well for smaller,
stand-alone stations that may only have one or two studios. Stand-
alone consoles way play a role in a larger system, however.

Integration of resources
The int egratedconsole approach changes the function of the

audio console. Instead of serving as the central wiring and
control point of a studio, the console becomes a controllet for
a much larger system. The console is no longer a mixer, but a
control surface, which changes the way that a facility is designed.

The integrated approach is generally more complicated to set
up, but offers a great deal of flexibility to future changes. By
connecting all the sources within a facility to a central audio
network, sources can be called on as needed without additional
wiring. Frequently used console configurations can be stored
and recalled as a preset. The number of output buses can also
be changed dynamically, assigning outputs as needed.
In reality, switching audio sources and destinations is just a

small advantage. With source switching usually comes the need
to switch control logic. Most current integrated designs allow

Turn a standard PocketPC into a fully featured,
truly Portable Digital Audio Workstation

PocketREC'"
...dedicated to the professional news journalist

Record and cut your interviews write storyboards
attach Images and metadata then transfer Jt to

your station with the touch of your finger with the
same lightweight PocketPC you can also use to
manage your schedules, contacts prepare and send email
and browse the Internet, simply use our cable set to
connect your professional microphone and headset
to record up to 48kHz 16bit mono broadcast quality audio
keeping the expansion slots free for additional storage and/or
a digital camera

http://www.PocketREC.com
Call us today at +1-703-281-1073
or e-mail to info@Pod(etREC corn H KRIS

Need to record Pro -Audio with your PocketREC?
Then Mic2496 - the first hi-res handheld battery powered mic pre -amp. A/D
converter - and PDAudio-CFT S/PDIF interface card from Core Sound are your
answers PDAudio-CF"" enables PocketREC'' to record up to 96 kHz in both single -
channel and dual -channel modes with either 8. 16 or 24 bit So whether your needs
are recording high quality music or you simply require the ultimate in professional
stereo audio - Mic2496 and PDAudio-CFru coupled with your PocketREC'" software
are a great combination for a truly handheld pro -audio solution

Core Sound, 574 Wyndham Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666 PocketREC Inc., 2638 Five Oaks Road, Vienna, VA 22181
httplAwAv.core-sound.corn, tell +1-201-801-0812. fax: +1-201-801-0912 http://www.PocketREC.com, tel: +1-703-281-1073, fax: +1-703-281-1074
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for this. In addition, special mix -minus feedscan be established
so that when a device is assigned to a console control, the
necessary mix -minus switching is also made.

The console usually presents the greatest challenge if it needs
to be replaced in a studio. The integrated approach removes this
obstacle. If a larger control surface is needed at a later time, the
entire studio does not need to be rewired. Inmost cases, the old
control surface can be unplugged and new one put in its place.
Some additional programming may be required.

The initial integrated designs required all the and o sources
to be connected to a central audio frame or engine. It makes no
sense to route the output of a CD player to the central rack room
only to have it assigned back to the studio where it is installed.
Most, if not all, integrated systems today provide remote
source input frames. These allow the sources within a studio
to be connected to a module or mini -engine within the studio.
That mini -engine is then attached to the audio network. These
mini -engines are connected to the audio -network via CAT -5,
fiber optic or some other high -capacity cable. In then end, the
overall cable requirements are greatly reduced by using an
integrated system. When several studios ale involved, this can
be a significant savings in labor and cable

Further considerations
Stand-alone consoles can be incorporated into integrated

systems. While the full advantages of logic and audio routing

soles are avail-
able 18- and
28-c cannel main -
Ira ME s. Featuring analog
elect-onics for on -site service
and support, the moJular channel strip-;
have polycarbonate overlays to protct the
paint3d surfaces (ran wear. VCAs and dc on and off switching
elimiiate scratchy 2aders or popping switches. Optional mod-
ules nclude remote selec-ors and di:hbution amps. Optional
input modules add panning or stereo node selection. The 12,000
supports a master :ontrol room and tsiwo studios with monitor
feeds, muting and talkback. All input -nodules feature :syo active
balanced inputs, output assignments to program, audition and
utilit-/ buses, stereo cue L -y fader decent and :ontrol ogic.

WINW.arraids-systems. corn

may not be realizea, the ntegrated desigr will provide an
audio router to the stand-alone studio. Most integrated
systems offer controller Lnits that 'unction like source and
destination selectors.

As an added bonus. the integrated system can likely provide a
facility intercom as well. The studio niLcsarealready in the audio
network; with a little additional programming. a momentary

The Arrakis Systems CIC3 C:jc:7
12,000 series con- .... . "Ur

PREVENT LIGHTNING DAMAGE*
IMPROVE RELIABILITY!
STAY ON THE AIR!
NEW! PowerClamp surge suppressors prevent
lightning -induced AC spikes anc surges from
damaging your equipment!

PowerClamp virtually eliminates the transients.
surges. and waveform distortions that cause
transmitter and studio gear fails res. computer
lockups. and unexplainable mal-unctions.

PowerClamp will protect your investment and keep you on the air'

HENRY

FC
ENGINEE RING

For user testimonials and cetailed information.

visit www henryeng com

Avo. Broadcasters
t-] General Store

Call BGS for great deals on all Henry E.gineering products!

A POWEBC
0-41-

www.bgs.cc 352-622-7700
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..w.e7-7/;,4,/i= //,t,6111 -air consoles
closure and talkback out put can provide a facility -wide intercom.

Integrated systems can be programmed and reprogrammed as
a facility's needs change. An important element to understand is
the method used to make these programming changes. Make sure
you understand the method and the philosophy behind a system's
method before making the final purchase decision. If the system
is impossible to program, its potential flexibility is worthless.

Wheatstone's
GEN-9 digital
on -air control

surface adds a significant
tool to the Wheatstone radio line as

,in extension of the established Bridge digital
audio network routing system. The Bridge provides a practical
and compact cost -saving solution for new and growing studios
with mixed audio standards. The Bridge engine components
allow up to 256 mix buses in one rack -mount system. Multiple
GEN-9 components can be linked to form a networked
system, making it useful for large station integration projects.
The GEN-9 system provides total integration of routing,
machine logic and communications.

www.wheatstone.corn

Logic control can be aconfusingelement. Switch-

hag the audio is the easiest part. Learn how a
system assigns and controls various logic inputs and outputs to
a single source. It's not always a one-to-one correlation.

Regardless of a system's design and flexibility, the console
surface itself is an important consideration. Evaluate the tactile
feel of the switch and faders. A control surface will still be treated
like the battleship -built consoles from years ago, so be sure that
it will stand up to the use (and occasional abuse) in a studio.
Don't forget the lesser elements such as indicator lamps and
component replacement.

There are practical applications for stand-alone and integrated
router console designs. As you evaluate your station's needs,
keep an eye on the big picture and the potential for future growth.
Be prepared to change your approach once all the factors have
been considerec.

The Resource Guide provides a brief
look at some of the products

available in the equipment category.
While this is far from a complete list,

it should provide enough basic
information to help you get started.

WWW.RAMSYSCOM.COM
800 779 7575

STUDIO DESIGNS

PRE -WIRED SYSTEMS

 BROADCAST FURNITURE

SWITCHERS

METERING

AMPLIFIERS

WIRE & CABLE

MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES

 PUNCH BLOCKS

EQUIPMENT RACKS

STUDIO ACCESSORIES

USED EQUIPMENT
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The Ward -Beck Systems R2K is available in three studio frame sizes (12, 20 or 28
modules) and one rack -mount configuration (eight modules). All connections are
made with Phoenix connectors. The power supply is housed in a Ward -Beck 8200
series rack -mount frame, which can also host other 8200 accessory modules. The
meter bridge sits low on the console to permit a clear view. The console features a

modular design, a RS -422 serial port for turret or automation control, A/B input selectors on all modules, four stereo program outputs, two
assignable mono mix buses, six telephone mix -minus feeds, and a timer and clock that supports all time -code standards.

www.ward-beck.corn
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The AEQ BC -2000 D accepts up to
2,048 inputs and provides up to
2,048 outputs. Multiple control
surfaces can be connected to
multiple engine frames to tailor
the size of the system. The routing
engine handles all the input and
output routing as well as dynamics
and equalization controls. A stu-
dio configuration is built on a five -
fader main module, and addition-
al faders can be added with five -
fader or 10 -fader expansions. The
audio network communicates via
MADI, Ethernet and RS -422. An
LCD display shows current con-
sole -channel status.

vvvvvv.aeq.25

The Klotz Vadis
D.C. II supports the decentralized
Vadis 880 and Vadis 220 audio/
media network frames. The sur-
face provides a user -configurable
modular digital audio console for
live and production broadcast
applications with as many as 24
fader positions. Through the audio
network, the system accesses a
variety of input and output cards to
route any source to any fader
position. Multiple mix buses and
mix -minus feeds can be created.
In addition, DSP audio frame
modules provide EQ and dynam-
ics. Audio frames can be net-
worked via fiber-optic cable to
reduce wiring needs.

www.klotzdIgital.corn

INC
VOL) KNOW W, KNOW RADii,

ANSWER: sswas eisem LuoG - AauotAi si awl'

 28 Years of Personal Service
 Experienced Technical Staff
 New & Rebuilt Audio and RF

 Extensive Rental Fleet
 Rep for 600+ Companies
 Trade-In's Welcomed

WEST COAST CENTRAL MID -SOUTH SOUTH -ATLANTIC
Doug Tharp Bernie O'Brien Bob Mayben Art White
Voice 366-673-9267 Cell 731-65. Voice 877-391-2650 Voice/Fax 770-632-1295
Cell 8' 8-393-7314 bermeob eal Mitt* set Fax 256-543-0595 Cell 770-630-9942
dtharprdsan rr corn bobmavbenr usa corn whaearthur bellsouth net

MID -WEST
SOUTHWEST Mary Schnelle NORTH-EAST

C3los Voice 1-800-245-4307 Dan Lohse
Fax 513-583-1343 Voice 908-722-6015

ecallIsc .ntegr Ity corn msdneNCmalyschnelle corn Pager 877-792-8024
SCIllS north aol com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
PINEVILLE, N.C.

,4!?cro Toll FREE 800-438-6040 NEE

Fax 704-889-4540
MP'

Email sales@scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com
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The Autogram Pi:ema<er Ilk PM228 is a modular,
table -top mount cralcg console. It can accept as
many as 60 stereo inlets and four or eight mi:ro-
phones. The ct.tput com[lement includes two
stereo program omput ;program and audition), one
mix -minus output one mono output, two mor:tor
outputs, two heacpho -1= outputs and a cue ou-out
with internal spealte-. The cc nsole is also available
in a smaller frame as the Pacemaker Ilk PM218. All
indicator lamps are LEDs. Modules can be re-
placed while ponerec withcut pops or clicks. It

features all electronic !witcF ing, P and G faders,
four lighted meter; arr an i-utoclock.

www.autograrncorp.corn

I 0
Available in six, 12, 18 and 24
channel sizes, Radio Systems
Millenium consoles all fea-
ture three output buses, re-
mote control and metering, a
comprehensive monitor sec-
tion with standard eight -position selector and a clock and finer. Models difar
only in their channel count and number of meters on the ovNbridge. The soft
touch rubber keypads are Iluminated by LEDs and are rased for 1,000,0(.0
operations. Audio is controlled with VCAs and electron c switching. by
keeping audio path short, the console maintains a high R=1 inn -unity. All input
and output audio wiring is via removable barrier suips. Each input modu e
accepts a mic or line -level source.

HfitH1
a a

.7%.

X 11 k1 lit .

www.radiosgstems.com

The Logitek Audio Eng.ne router functions as a _111 X -Y router, permitting selection of any input
to any output. A separate X -Y router controller is also available. The Supervisor software, included
with the Audio Erpine, provicbs the Matrix IP router controller, which offers complete X -Y routing
functions. The carii can provide equalization and dynamics processing, a 10 -second talk show
delay double dump feat re and pre -fader input meters with a compression indicator. Up tc 24 mix -
minus buses can be estAlishei. A slave fader W35 recently added, which allows a fader to be slaved
to another for use XI SFI t adv?rtising applications on two stations running the same progrmming.

www.logitekaudlo.corn

Simian 1.6 is the result of input from
numerous BSI users. Thanks to their
input, Simian now includes an on-
screen weather display that updates
from the internet.

The new Simian also includes
sophisticated new Voice -Tracking
functionality allowing Voice -Tracking
days in advance, even from remote
studios, and an improved ability to
verify logs before air play.

Simian is still the most feature -rich
automation system in the industry
and provides powerful, reliable
broadcast automation for stations in
the US and around the world.

Broadcast Software nternational
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.corr
888-BSI-USA1 (8811.-274-8721)
info@bsiusa.corn

New

Simian
broadcast
automation

Simian 1.6
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111 Lt Qo.     
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Just $1499 including technical support and updates for 1 year

Thousands of users have discovered how
easy and versatile BSI Simian really is.

Test and try
before you buy.
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The Studer On Air 2000M2 series is a second -generation digital console with an input
configuration router. The M2 can be equipped with six, 12, 18 or 24 channel faders
and with as many as 24 input modules. A maximum of 24 input modules and 64 input
signals can be controlled by the router. Each module can be analog or digital offering two or six inputs,
equipped with or without transformers and suitable for mic or line levels. The modular design allow!, the
self-contained desk components to be arranged as desired with the I/O section separate from the surface. The
On Air series also includes the model 1000 and 5000 consoles.

www. studer. ch

aa a a

The Otari
DB-10 has a range

of AES-3 and S/PDIF inputs
and outputs, and it supports 32kHz
to 96kHz sampling. Inputs arc
controlled with the 10 input -chan-
nel faders. Channels five through
10 have an A/8 input switching
function. The internal memory
can store 99 snapshots, nine
projects (console settings) and 20
compressor presets. Snapshots
and projects can be saved and
loaded to an external PC via RS-
232. With the password -protect
function, certain items in the menu
system are accessible to only spec-
ified users. Pressing the EMG
button connects one mic and one
line input to the program bus.

www.otarl.com

N

A stand
alone control

surface, the Sierra Automated
Systems Rubicon integrates into
the SAS 32KD digital audio net-
work to control mixing, switch-
ing, level control and effects
Completely modular, customij
able and fully programmable, the
control surface is designed for a
medium- or large -market facility.
Frame sizes can house from four to
40 modules. Each module pro-
vides full router selection of all the
sources on the 32KD. Each module
has four program assign switches
and four effects/aux assign
switches, but the actual number
of assignable buses is unlimited

www.sasaudlo.corn
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Radio
Find I Sweepstakes

Since2000, ourannudl sweepstakes has tasked ourreaders with finding the mic icon on each cover from the
previous year. The icon,like the ones shown below is placed on every cover of Radio magazine.

While the mic icon is part of the logo and is also used in the I 0Years logo, the challenge was to find the
hidden icon placed on the cover. Sometimes it was easy to find. Sometimes it was a real challenge.

We received a large number of responses, of which more than half correctly identified all 13 cover locations
(12 monthly issues plus theSeptemberProductSource).

The entries with all 13 correct answers were placed into a random drawing for the three prizes.

This year's winners and their prizes are:

Blake Thompson
WZIP-FM, Akron, OH
LPB Silent Mic Boom

Stephen Denemark
WQJC-FM, Quincy, IL

Sonifex RB-MA2 mic preamp
courtesy of Independent Audio

CharlesVanHecke
Angelus, Sussex, WI
Neumann BCM 104

microphone

Congratulations to the winners.
Be sure to save each issue of Radio magazine so you can enter next year's sweepstakes.

And if you had trouble finding the mic, here are the correct locations:
January: On the left computer display above the console

February: Just above the rear tire of the KASE van
March: The cue speaker on the Otari console

April: Just above and to the left of the word "Point" in the headline
May: In the shadow of the computer monitor to the left of the console

June: Painted on the side of the MRN truck behind the satellite dish and tower
July: On the HP pocket PC just above the IPAQ logo

August: At the base of the graph display on the Optimod
September: On the front panel of the Road Star

Product Source: In the inner ring of the cog surrounding the Wheatstone console
October: In the Lissajous display on the Audition screen capture

November. Above the second "s" in "business" in the Harris ad
December: In the marble background above the right side of the furniture over the drawer section

26 Febniary 2004 www.beradio.com



Flushing -11441,4%,

Swishing and swirling audio is the sad result of bit rate reduction combined with the wrong processing. Ulle:s all
sources, sto-age media and transmission systems are linear the audio will be bit rate reduced at least once, probably
several times. Each pass generates more artifacts. Lower quality processing, mLltiband compression, limiting a -)cl
clipping can make those artifacts even more apparent. But level control is sti'l essential.

Fntroducing the new Compeller' 320D - the world standard AGC is now available wit -1 both digital and
analog i/o. For almost two decades the Compellor has sustained its unrivaled reputation for 'invisible' operation.
Tne same c'eanliness of circuitry and intelligence of processing algorithms that make it 'invisible' also make it
Perfect for processing in the digital domain. The Compellor will not 'unmask' the masking frost upstream redurtions
;-id it will feed a signal that will sail through downstream reductions.

The 320D fits any plant from all digital to all analog and anywhere in between. Perfect for all HD applications, the
Compellor 320D will help keep your great audio great at a price that won't wipe you out.
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T.-e NEW Aphex Model 320D Compellor - 2 Channel Compressor/Leveler with Digital and Analog I/O

APHEX Improving the way the world sounds -
11068 Fandall Street, S.in Valley, CA 91352 U.S ASYSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex com

Compellor and Aphex are registered trademarks cf Aphex Systems



A hot new radio facility in the desert

66 ou need to get out of here!" This familiar
phrase was uttered all too frequently by
just about anyone visiting our old facility

in Tucson,AZ. After more than 30 years in a facility
originally designed to house only KTKT, and re-
modeled once to accommodate KLPX in the early
1980s,it was time for a move. Actually,it was time for
a move about 10 years ago. In that 10 years,two more
stations were added (KFMA and KCMT) as well as
two temporary trailers to hold the additional sales
staff. Including the trailers, the old facility covered
less than 7,000 square feet, including 1,000 square
feet for the transmitter room, which was the original
building built in the 1950s.

After months of searching for the perfect building,

General ManagerSteve Groesbeck found the perfect site. In July of
2002 Lotus negotiated the purchase of a plot of land in an industrial
park just off 1-10 near the Santa Cruz river and less than two miles
from the old studios. By September I completed the space plan and
submitted it to our architect.

The new facility would house about 12,000 square feet of new
offices and studios. While not overly spacious,it would be adequate
for roomy studios, offices for station management, individual ac-
count executives, programming, promotions and engineering. After
building several dozen studios I was conscious of all the oversights
and omissions from past projects.

Designed for change
My biggest concern was to try and not design anything that would

limit future growth and change. I couldn't do much about the size

28 February 2004 www.beradio.com



of the building, but I could make sure that we had enough studios
for any possible format change or new addition. Keeping in mind
past changes to the studio,wiring is always a concern. I hate trying
to cram more wire into already congested conduit runs. Even worse
is having to pull up computer flooring to add a new cable only to
find that furniture is in thewayand that dust, spilled drinksand grime
make it completely unpleasant and frustrating. I was tired of having
to wash fiberglass insulation out of my eyes every time I had to move
a ceiling tile to add another cable run. Because of these irritants, I
designed a catwalk above the studio area. Attached to the side of
the catwalk is a Wiremold 12 -inch -wide aluminum wire -way.

The walls of the studios are covered with I " fabric -covered Owens
Coming FiberglassSound Soak that isadjacent to a natural -finished
birch chair rail and 24" of matching birch-finish,Formica wainscot-
ing that continues to the baseboard. Hidden behind two doors in

www.beradio.com

The air studios have si radar layouts, aid both use
the trussing for a cable conduit and accessory
mounting.
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t's Zephyr's 10th Birthday
What clients are saying
about Zephyr Xport and
Zephyr Xstream:

"We do a lot of remotes... we use Zephyr
Xports for about half of our remote broad-
casts. My remote tech tells me 'It doesn't
retrain or drop. The connection is very stable.

Vic fever Aforker Ad. Radio one. .11/aura

"We sent stereo music and two presenter
microphones into the Zephyr Xstream and
applied basic limiting using the built-in
processor - the mixer is very flexible and
easily configurable, making it simple to set
up in the field."

Ales Lake). Chief Engineer. Virgin Radio

"Xport's audio quality is outstanding. The
aacPlus algorithm provides great fidelity...
Every hit, the metal sticks hitting each other,
conversations from the field, all were repro-
duced with great clarity over the POTS line."

Ain lute! Black. GA!. tl LOS, Geneva. Net, Mt?,

"I was wary of using a compressed link, but
the Zephyr Xstream's AAC algorithm is
incredible. The on -air audio is the best
we've ever had ."

James Tunaville. Chief Engineer.
WAY -FM Media Group

"We were out in the mud [at the Bonnaroo
Music Festival] and the phone line had been
run over by a thousand cars. But the
Zephyr Xport worked great!"

Jake Glanz., Engineer. Sirius Satellite Radio

"Zephyr Xstream is in a class of its own, the
only codec really worth having for main
broadcast ISDN."
(Milian; Mellutehon, Senior Sound Supervisor BBC News

When we first married MP:
to be the most -loved audio
more than 10,000 Zephyr

A birthday this si;
Birthda)

O 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0

Get two award -winning codecs - Zephyr Xstream & Zephyr
Xport POTS - for just $4,995 US MSRP. Add ISDN capability
(with G 722 and low delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) to your

You'll
of kno'
using i
coding

Zephyr Xport with built-in
remotes, sporting events, it

to any POTS phone line fo:
you'll get stunning audio ar

Best of all, you'll receive )
the special price of just $4,
(There are more special Ze
ask your Telos dealer.) But
only good through Fir



- ..

(gut you get the prese t).
3 with ISDN in 1993, we had no idea that their offspring would grow up

codec ever. But it has, and its popularity keeps growing - there are now

codecs in radio stations and production studios around the globe.

gnificant deserves a special present, so here it is: the Zephyr 10th

Bundle, a complete codec package at a once -in -a -decade price.

get the best-selling Zephyr Xstream for your studio, and the satisfaction

wing you can make CD -quality ISDN connections to virtually anywhere

ridustry-standard MPEG Layer 3 or MPEG AAC

. And for your remote kit, the award -winning
two channel mixer - perfect for sponsored

iterviews and live appearances. Just plug in -

r an aacPlusTM link to your Zephyr Xstream;

id rock -solid connections.

'our Zephyr 10th Birthday Bundle for

995 US MSRP - over $1,800 in savings.
phyr bundles to fit specific needs; just
don't delay - this special offer is

1/4aNi- 30."1 20Oy
b

      
/1.

...Upgrade to the Ultimate Remote Bundle: a rack -mount
Zephyr Xstream for the studio and a portable Zephyr Xstream
MXP with 4 -channel DSP mixer and onboard audio processing
by Omnia, for only $7,294 US MSRP.

AUDIO I NETWORKS

telos-systems.com

Telos, the Telos logo, Zephyr, Zephyr Xstream, Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation,© 2003, TLS Corporation.
All rights reserved. aacPlus (TM) Coding Technologies.
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The catwalk built above the studios provides easy
cable access.

each studio is the central wiring closet where the
console and all signals are terminated. Four -foot
long 4" straight conduit runs pop up through the
hard double -drywall ceiling and land near the
catwalk wire -way. Suspended 18" below the hard
ceiling is a fiberglass tiled acoustic T -bar ceiling.

Inter -studio wiring is comprised of 4,000' of 16 -pair
Gepco 5596GFC series extra low -loss non AES-3

digital and o cable, which is terminated in each studio and
in our master control rack room with custom connection
panels that were designed by Lindy Williams,Lotus'corpo-
rate directc rof engineering. My initial reaction to thissystem
was less opim istic, because using these termination panels

would require additional laborand expense to install when
compared :o the traditional punch -block method. Howev-

er, once in place they actually
offer greater flexibility and al-
low for faster troubleshooting,
patching and easier labeling.

All furniture was custom built
by Mager Systems of Phoenix.
I'm not a fan of the typical boxy,

removable side -paneled stu-
dio furniture. Instead, I prefer
a more open design with min-
imal furniture touching the
floor. Wiring is typically de-
signed to route via a D -ring

path attached to the underside of the solid -surface countertop
where easy access is helpful yet hidden. Each of the five control
rooms (one was built for a future station) has its furniture placed
in the center of the room.

Figuring out the cable path into the furniture without buried
conduit runs, computer flooring or floor chases was a challenge.
Initially, I planned to have two 4" conduit runs dropping from the
suspended ceiling to the countertops, one on each side of the

'new for 2003
all plastic surface & trim design

... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio furniture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide
variety of colors, this furniture WI complement any size market
applicabon. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in aknost any configuration that can be imagined. only $2,995

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

1
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The Lindy blocks are used to terminate all the
inter -studio wiring. The photo to the right
shows the in -studio wiring closet in KFMA.

console. Instead, I tookan idea from a hairsalon that had stage truss
around the ceilings above the cutting stations with track lighting
attached. I searched and found a supplier in Los Angeles that had
triangular trussing with 2" diameter tubular legs. These hollow legs
provided enough internal space to run the cable into the furniture.
While the truss method did not provide as much cable space as the
conduit, the truss introduced an unusual radio -tower look as an
architectural design element. The trusses also provided a unique
structure to hang loudspeakersand flat -screen computer monitors.
To get the cable from the closets to the trusses we
installed 8" D -rings every 16" to plywood strips
glued and screwed to the hard ceiling. This
would be the only place where ceiling tiles
would ever have to be removed to add cable

The overall goal for the studios was to make it
easy for guests and guest hosts to have eye
contact with the host. We also wanted to elimi-
nate as much of the usual clutter from the
countertops. Keyboards and mice, phone edi-
tors and other playback devices all make for a
busy and messy work environment.

Access to the studios computers is facilitated
by the mounts installed inside the
Mager furniture.

To avoid the clutter,MagerSys-
tems installed a secondary
counter 2" below the top
counter in front of the console.
This gave all the wires from the
keyboards and mice a place to
go without being draped across
the countertop. I don't like key-
board trays because they tend to
jam, roll back or otherwise be-
come a headache from an oper-
ational and a maintenancestand-
point. This secondary counter
seemed to be an efficient way to
deal with the problem.

The other problem encoun-
tered in today's modern radio
studio is what to do with all the
computer workstations. We use
Airforce by Tim Valley as our

hard -disk automation system. Each air studio has
a main playback workstation (Pilot) and a backup
workstation (Co -Pilot). The Co -Pilot workstation is
also the Voxpro phone editor. We chose Voxpro
because it eliminates additional equipment from
the counter top and because we could network it
to access its files from our production rooms. Ad-
ditionally,we have installed Internet -capable work-
stations in each control room that uses Promo Suite

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

IFOLVERIM11.12

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs 1PPS Output

 8 Satellite Tracking  Battery Back-up  GPS "Lock" Indicator
 Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction  Time Zone Offset Antenna

 45 nanosecond accuracy  3 Year Warranty  Plus More, for just $2495

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
 Parallel BCD Output  1 KPPS  10MHz Output  220 VAC  12-35 VDC

 Video Inserter  Video Sync -Generator  Hourly contact closures

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

111111111L
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The subcounter for the computer keyboards can be clearly seen
in this shot of Studio A.

for reading liners,
gathering news.

All of these workstations need to be
maintained and we decided to keepthem
in the studio for a number of operational
considerations. Again, Mager systems
came through with an efficient design
solution comprised of a three-wo-ksta-
tion cabinet that included slings formount-
ing computer cases. These slings pull out
from the cabinet and swivel for easy ac-
cess to the rear connections. They also
provide plenty of ventilation and room
for the UPSs.

tracking contest winners and

Equipment List
Air Force automation system
Aphex Compel lor compressors
Auditronics 2200 consoles
ComrexTS612 phone systems
Echo MIAMIDI audio cards
Gepco 552616 multichannel cable
Gepco D61801EZ two -channel cable
Gepco GA72416 QTY=3000' multipchannel :able
Gepco GEP-61801 STP cable
Haller P1000 amplifiers
KRK ST -8 monitor speakers
Mager Systems custom studio furniture
Marantz PMD340 CD players
Mid Atlantic MRK4431 racks
OC White mic arms
Patriot 3.8m satellite dishes
Rolls PM -52 headphone amplifiers
Shure SM-7B mics
Soundcraft RW5656us mixer
Symetrix 528E mic processors
Tascam DA -40 DATs
Vox Pro editors
Wheatstone Bridge 2001 router

The inner works
The heart of each station has traditionally been the console. We

insisted that the console be digital and preferred to have truly
modular fader modules rather than the all -on -one motherboard
design. We looked at all the available options. For budgetary reasons
it looked like our modulardesire would not be possible. I also wanted
a central router, which I thought would also be out of the question.
This all changed when I looked at the Wheatstone product line. I

chose the Auditronics 220 console, which is actually an Audioarts
D70 packaged in modular design. Because these were the last five
consoles available,we were able to include a new Wheatstone Bridge
32x32 router,which fit neatly within my budget. In keeping with our
clutter -free goal,we were able to fit a Comrex telephone module into
the console and eliminate the traditional phone set on the counter.

Space was an issue in the central rack room.The floor plan shrunk
once all the ADA requirements were fulfilled. Because of this, the
depth of our central rack room was shortened by nearly 2', making
traditional racks inconvenient to work on. Instead, I designed a rack
wall, which allows plenty of room for equipment and plentiful
access to it from behind.

There never seems to be enough time when it comes to moving
into a new facility. One month before our scheduled move to the
new facility,the old site was hit with a flood. Rather than taking our

A look inside the rack room.

time and moving the stations when everything was ready we were
forced to accelerate the move date. Because of the hurried schedule,
the initial wiring was not as neat as I would have liked,but we're in
the process of correcting that.The beauty of the design is that wiring
changes are a breeze in this new facility.

The new building instill a work in progress with many refinements
left to complete. However, it's certainly a pleasure to be working in
this new building with all its flexibility, room and newness.

Garcia is chief engineer of Lotus Tucson, AZ.

More Online
More photos of the Lotus Tucson facility
are available in the online version of this
article at www.beradio.com.
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Waitt Radio Networks AirForce
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AirForce Auto-
mation is not
new to the radio
industry, but few
people know
that it drivesWaitt
Radio Networks'
groundbreaking
STORQ Delivery
system. WRN
supplies every af-

filiate s ation with a state-of-the-art STORQ Automation Sys-
tem preloaded with music, programming and custom imag-
ing. AirForce accepts, manages and airs digital satellite
downloads from the network containing voice tracks, rr usic.
music schedules, production, imaging and even software
updates. STORQ Automation equipment packages powered
by AirForce are available from Waitt Radio Networks for
facilities of all sizes.AirForce simplifies digital. See the website
for more information.

Comrex TS612
Comrex is the premier source for broadcast telephone

gear,combining the featires you want with the quality you
can trust.
From the
simplest
couplers to
full -featured
digital hy-

brids and talk show systems, Comrex
makes it simple to add callers to your
programming and make them sound

great! And with Comrex POTS codecs, broadcasters can
deliver studio -quality audio from virtually anywhere. For
the latest technology in broadcast telephony, radio and
television stations and networks around the world trust the
Comrex name. The TS612 is a powerful,full featured system
able to handle the ever most challenging talk situations.
And with every Comrex: solution, customers enjoy Comr-
ex's unparalleled support,yet another reason to put Comrex
on the line.

advertisement!"

NAB2004
is just around the corner

R
THE RAD 0 TECHNOLOGY LEADER

The Radio magazine
2004 Pick tilts

And so are the top
radio technology innovations

from the convention !

The radio industry's original technology award is still the most coveted. There are other awards given at the convention,
but the Radio magazine Pick Hits stand above them all as the true indicator of technology innovation.

Who will win?
The winners are announced at the end of the NAB2004 convention and are featured in the June issue

as part of the Radio magazine NAB Review.
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Field Report

Orban Optimod-PC 1100
By Gary Blau

he Optimod 1100 merges the worlds of PCs
iiand professional audio. It's a sophisticated
DSP-powered audio processing system;
an Optimod on a PCI card. In operation, the
1100 does all the work in its own DSPs,
leaving the PC's CPU alone to handle other
applications, such as a media encoder. The
1100 is functionally identical to the Orban
6200 DAB processor. It is not intended as a
conventional FM or AM final processor
because there is no NRSC, pre -emphasis or
clipping used.

Some of the appeal of the
1100 is its lower cost, but

more importantly, its per-
formance and perfect

suitability to the task
establishes it as the

standard of web -
cast processors.

The 1100 main
processing system consists

Performance at a glance
PCI bus audio processor

20 factory presets

PC needed only for setup

Includes I/O cable

Drivers for Windows and Linux

Look -ahead limiter

of a two -band AGC, three -band para

metric EQ, five -band compressor/
limiter, a look -ahead final peak lim-
iter and selectable final low-pass fil-
ter. The card features two AES-3 or

S/PDIF balanced digital inputs and one
output, and one balanced analog stereo I/
O.These all appear on one DB25 connector,
but an optional pigtail cable with XLRs is
available from Orban. The mixer applica-
tion permits selecting and mixing any of
these as the user might need. The user -
adjustable parameter control panel offers
50 controls, and the mixer 56 controls.
There's a tremendous range of adjustment
available, which is particularly important
for webcast applications.

Setup is simple. Power the PC down,plug in the card and
reboot. Insert the driverCD when the new hardware found
prompt is displayed. The process is typical Windows plug -
and -play automatic install. The machine must be running
Windows 2000 or XP Drivers for Win98 are not included
because the OS is not supported. Running the card on XP
allows the user to feed the output of the 1100 to multiple
applications simultaneously,even at different sample rates.
which 2000 can't do without additional third -partydrivers.

Because the 1100 is intended as a DAB/webcast/produc-
tion/mastering processor, there is no peak clipping that
would otherwise corrupt performance in subsequent data-

reduced audio codecs.

Ready for action
The biggest challenge facing quality conscious webcast-

ers is working around these audio codecs to deliver an
acceptable entertainment quality product to the listener. For
example, we use the Windows Media 9 codecs at Boomer
Radio to reach the majority of already installed Windows
users out there. Operating at a low enough bit rate to reliably
support dial -up listeners (still the majority of the available
audience), these codecs generate many unusual and non-
musical artifacts in the encoding process. The massive task
of reducing data by more than 35:1 (for 20kb/s mono) is the
equivalent of throwing away more than 97 percent of the
original information. That the end result sounds anything
like the original is an amazing achievement, but the problem
remains that certain things will sound strange, and some-
times obnoxious. Attention to every detail in preparing for
this encoding process is vitally important, more than it is for
traditional broadcast radio, where the medium is much
closer to being transparent.
On top of this, different sources will excite different

artifacts. For instance, one processor or setting that may
work fine for one type of music may fall apart when driven
by another type of music. The spectral and dynamic
content of each song will make the codec do different
things. A processor with a wide adjustment range is
necessary to custom tailorthe end result to reduce or mask
the bad behavior of the codec. When processing for
streaming codecs, one size does not fit all.

I have spent countless hours trying to fix this problem.
The 1100 has turned out to be the most effective total
package solution. We're currently using the 1100 on two
of our streams, Classic Mix and The Acoustic Café. These
two music formats require different treatment. Although
the many presets that come with the 1100 can get you in
the general ballpark quickly, we found we had to adjust
each to keep the codecs from coming unglued.

The range of adjustments offerscomplete control over this
and allowed us to make the necessary compromises that
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A functional block diagram of the Optimod 1100.

resulted in better overall end products for our listeners. In
particular, being able to control the processor attack and
release times, band mix levels and final output low pass
filtercutoff in 500Hz increments, make a huge difference in
taming the codecs.

Being able to handle a wide input level range is crucial
for streaming because most sources are played back
without any manual gain riding, and just normalizing files
does not address differences between sources in intro and
outro levels. This is important as most webcast listeners
typically use smallercomputerspeakets and listen at lower
office -appropriate levels.

If not dealt with properly this can sometimes result in a
loud outro going into a low intro, or vice versa, placing a
large instantaneous demand on the processing to make
it up. The 1100 has a wide control range,20dB each in the
AGC and five -band limiter,so this is not a problem. It also
does a nice job of handling this demand without punch-
ing holes or swelling, while still maintaining a good
dynamic contrast.

The 1100 also has the ability for full remote control over
a LAN. This is useful for a control point that is distant from
the PC in question.

The only wish we have is for a future upgrade of the two-

Orban

P

F

w

510-351-3500

510-351-0500

www.orban.com

custserv@orban.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

band AGC to the new 8400 -style, window -
control AGC. Having used the 8400, we have
become spoiled with how well that AGC
works. I understand there is enough DSP
power on board to handle this and that it
may be coming in a future release.

Blau is CTO of Integrity Media Group, owner
of webcaster Boomer Radio.com.
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A'KEEPER!
INNKEEPER PBX easily ccnverts your multi -line PBX
type telephone system into a professional, affordable
talk show console. Simply connect between your telephone

handset and the phone base. So simple, anyone can do it.

Winner of Radio World's 2003 Cool Stuff Award.

JK Audio
REMOTE AUDIO 8, BROADCAST 6EAR

Toll Free (USA & Canada): 800-552-8346

Tel: 815-786-2929  fax 815-786-8502

www.ikaudio.com  into@jkaudo.com
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Adobe
Audition

Field Report

Adobe Audition
By Bruce Ellis

y friends consider me a tool Beek. I suppose
it's because I often carry a folding multi -tool
on my belt and my woodworking habit
*ways reel i i Tres just one more power tool.
I maybe hooked on tools, but I've been in
the trenches long enough to realize that the
tools only exist to help get the job done.
They are conduits for inspiration and cre-
ativity. A great way to self-expression with
audio can be found in Adobe's multi -track
and editing program: Audition.

If you are or have been a Cool Edit Pro user,

you know Audition. Adobe Systems ac-
quired the technology assets (Cool Edit

Pro) of Syntrillium
Software in May
2003. In August 2003,

Adobe released the
software with the
name Audition.

I have not been a
Cool Edit Pro user
in the past, so Audi-
tion was a new au-
dio amusement
park for me to ex -

Performance at a glance
Computer friendly

Crisp graphics

Easy -to -learn commands

Editing and mixing versatility

Results in a high quality audio product

Music loop ready

plore. While at times software loading can
be troublesome, it was not the case this
time. I had absolutely no problem loading
it on to my 1.80GHz Dell with 384MB of RAM
running Windows XP We all know that the
more horsepower we have, the smoother
and speedier the program runs, so the
recommended requirements to run this
software to its maximum potential should
be easy to achieve. The software's mini-
mum requirements are a 400MHz pro-
cessor, 64MB of RAM, 55MB of hard -disk

,r q

space and Windows 98 Second Edition. But if you are
working daily with audio,you already know you want the
fastest horse you can afford to carry the load. The
included manual was easy to follow and helpful in
answering questions.

Getting started
There are two main work areas presented in Audition:

Edit View and Multitrack View.
The Edit View is used to view, record and edit high-

resolution 32 -bit files using any sample rate up to 10MHz.
The program supports 24-bit/96kHz for DVD production,
but I work in FM radio and I have 47 -year -old ears,so I really
don't pay much attention to the high -end numbers any-
more. My biggest concerns are ease of use and how it
sounds on the radio. Even though I routinely use a different
editing program, Audition became easy to use after only a
couple of days. I quickly learned what to click and double-
click and was recording, extracting audio from CD/video
and editing with ease.

The included effects provide lots of creative input, and
there are presets to use as the deadline approaches.
Included in the collection of effects are some good reverb
settings, a great phase analysis view for those crazy about
mono -compatibility and noise reduction, which includes
a click and pop filter. We still see some vinyl recordings so
I really appreciate this feature. Plug -ins are supported with
ease. My Direct -X plug -ins worked like a charm. To add to
this,Audio Processing Technology has released a plug-in
that allows the software to read and write Apt -x audio files.

The Multi4rackView is just a click away from the EditView.
This allows the usertostack audio in tracks -128 of them-
and create the mix. The sound files are called blocks and
can be split and moved as required. Recording is as easy
in this section as it is in the Ed itView. Effects can be assigned,
blocks of audio can be moved and to replace the tedium
of virtual moving faders, Audition uses volume and pan
envelopes. Simply grab the green line for volume or the
blue line for panning and tug into place.

As with most programs, you have more than one choice
for the commands. For instance,instead of clicking the play
icon, the spacebarcan be pressed to begin playing a sound
file. The mouse can be used almost exclusively, or a
combination of mouse and keyboard commands.

What appears on the screen and how it's arranged is
entirely up to you. I don't have the opportunity to produce
many commercials or hip imaging promos. If you do,you
should know Audition can also compile music loops and
includes a Loopology CD full of royalty -free, 32 -bit music
loops. My only complaint is that this loop thing is addictive.
I spent a few hours pasting an elaborate music bed together
and completely lost track of time. This could he a useful
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tool when you've run out of preproduced music beds or
you need a certain sound you can't find anywhere else.

The only feature I found difficult to use was the zoom.
When I would zoom in really tight there was a tendency for
the view to drift off the cursor and force me to go looking
for my edit spot. I think once I become more familiar with
the program, this shortfall will disappear.

Adobe's Audition is filled with features too numerous to
mention. There are more expensive programs on the
market that might be fasterand have more
features.There are cheaper ones that will
get you by. However, if you work with
audio regularly,you will find this software
worth the money. In addition, Adobe is
offering a special upgrade price for Cool
Edit Pro Pro users. Having Audition on
your computer is like having a big tool-
box with lots of extra tools tucked away in
special compartments. On a daily basis

Adobe

P 800-833-6687

408-537-6000

Wwww.adobe.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.
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The two main screens for Audition, the Edit View ileft) and
the Multitrack View.

you will find yourself using certain tools
over and over. But if you need a special
effect bra promo you've been working on,
chances are you'll find it in Audition. Au-
dition is an effective tool for audio produc-
tion needs.

Ellis is production director of WGUC,
Cincinnati.

ART AND ENIGINEERING COME TOGETHER...

CREA1 iVE
STUDIO

SO_UTIONS Trz ditional
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

10600 West 5Jth Avenue #5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-5004 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestuliosoktions.com
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor
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Speaker support system
Blue Sky International
The Stand: This fully adjustable speaker
support system is designed to work with

nearly any manufac-
turer's monitors that
weigh as much as
801bs. Its unique and
patented center
pole permits easy ad-
justment without
any tools. It can be
set for heights from
33.5" to 45.5" in 1"
increments. The
Stand weighs 25Ibs.
and features a sta-
ble, four -leg, 30" di-
ameter, cast iron
base. The bracket
allows angle adjust-

ment of 15 degrees, as well as horizontal
adjustment of a full 360 degrees.

516-249-1399; fax 516-753-1020

mwtabluesky.com; inkaablueskycom

Switcher/router
Broadcast Tools
SS 4.1 III: The SS 4.1 Ill passively switches
or routes a variety of electrical signals to a
destination or vice -versa. The unit selects
any one of four stereo inputs to a single
stereo output. The router/switcher pro-
vides passive switching through gold con-
tact relays. The passive switching means
that the unit can route a signal in either

direction. Due to the pas-

.t MI SWITCHEWROUTER

sive nature of the switch-
ing, any input level

and impedance
can be used. In-
puts may be bal-
anced or unbal-
anced, while out-
put levels, imped-

ance, distortion, noise and balancing will
match that of the selected input. Additional
features include a selection of any active
source at power -up, last source selected,
audio mute, step input, control logic, open
collector and multidrop serial port. Re-

movable screw terminals are provided for
most connections.

877-250-5575; fax 360-854-9419

vivnxbroadcastiools.com; bti@broadcastleoluom

Grounding kit
Andrew
Sureground: Providing
lightning protection in an
easy -to -attach compact,
self-sealing package,
these grounding kits
feature a one-piece as-
sembly with the weath-
erproofing molded di-
rectly into the ground-
ing strap. The self-lock-
ing,self-sealing weather-
proof boot eliminates
added loose hardware
and tape. The kit pro-

vides more than 200mm of surface area for minimum
contact resistance and maximum protection. The kit is
tested to withstand more than 100,000 amps peak current.
The snap and lock installation process is especially
designed for ease of installation on tightly bundled
coaxial cables.The kit includes a universal grounding lug
that can be connected to typical ground buses with one -

hole or two -hole attachment points.
800-DIAL-4-RF; fax 708-349-5444

wwwandrewcam; rose-waiskiftesacom

Utility amplifier system
Broadcast Devices

UTA-200: By using three standard modules,the system can
accommodate a variety of standard and custom D/A
configurations.The system is totally modular,including the
power supply. All modules plug in from the front panel.
There are two analog modules available in addition to a
D/A converter module. Each frame is fully configured,
labeled and tested before shipping.

914-737-5032; fax 914-736-6916

broadcast -devices corn; sdes@broadrast-deviceusm

Sound design library
Crossing Point
Mixed Variables: This production library contains an
array of unique ambiences plus a plethora of hard effects.
Numerous tracks were recorded with the Neumann KU
100 binaural head, which creates exceptional stereo
imaging and soundfield depth over loudspeakers and
stunning 3D qualities in headphones. Spatial enhance-
ment was added to some tracks for broader stereo
imaging. The three -CD set includes a broad range of
sounds, containing 579 effects.

866-755-3055; yfflywassiagpoinuot idecressingpoiatiet
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Hand-held mic
Heil Sound

Goldline Pro: By mounting the wide
frequency response dynamic

element into a special sor-
bothane shock mount
system, Heil has created

a mic with low handling
noise. Features of this mic

include a magnet structure and
a large aluminum 1-'/8" low mass voice coil assembly; a
phasing plug assembly with equally placed ports that
sense audio from behind the source entering them out of
phase, thus producing a linear cardioid pattern and
reducing the proximity effect; a 40Hz to 18kHz frequency
response; and an impedance of 600f2 balanced. The mic
is usable in high sound pressure levels and is immune to
overload conditions. The cardioid pattern offers rejec-
tion at 180 degrees off axis, which is directly behind the
microphone and creates virtually no off -axis coloration
while providing the greatest possible rejection of un-
wanted audio.

618-257-3000; fax 618-257-3001

mwtheilsound.com; infabehounicom

Studio suites
Prophet Systems

Nexgen2:Choose
from four Nexgen
2 Studio Suite dig-
ital automation
solutions: Studio
11, Studio 22, Stu-

dio 41 and Studio
44. As with any
studio solution,
the company in-
cludes all the
Nexgen software
needed to run a
station: Nexgen
Digital, WANcast-
ing,VoiceTRAC,Musicgen,CDX/AFC,Digital
Reel -to -Reel and PhoneTRAC.

800-658-4403; fax 308-284-4181

vimprophetaystom; sales@prophetays.com

i e

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks. and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

tirP Ulf]
.i..r.W.FPJ 1;1_11'111.MP:I

WBAA

Purdue University

Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

TEL: 623-780-0045
: 623-780-9360

ma
www.m

r W8

gersystems.com
stems.com

ore i7formation

MSI

introduces
our new

arts winning
"Sound Choice"

furniture. Our
modular in stock
furnitire boasts

unsurpass3d quality
for the economical

ibudget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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New Products

Studio monitor
NHTPro

M-80:This studio tracking monitor produces high output with detailed,transpar-
ent sonics in a compact, space -saving enclosure. The monitor can have a
horizontal or vertical orientation to be mounted across a meter bridge, on walls
or on stands. The unit features high output and flat frequency response. The
speaker complement includes two 8" long -throw woofers, two 2" aluminum -

dome midrange drivers and a single 1" aluminum dome tweeter.The cabinet is
constructed of 3/4" medium density fiberboard, measures 10"H x 22.5"W x 14"D
and weighs 38Ibs.

800-648-9993

fax 707-748-5945

www.nhtliticom

Product Showcase

Sine Sysfems

'Model AFS-3 Audio Failsafe
silence sensor --balanced or unbalanced audio

- provides contact closure on loss of audio
- adjustable from 30 seconds to 5 minutes
- dry relay contacts or logic level voltage
- front panel alarm indicator and audible alert
- optional audio detect mode

615.228.3500
more wwwsinesystems.com

Experience Exceptional °nifty, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!

Our single tube high power FM transmitters offer
you exceptional quality and affordable prices.

Built for the "real world" environment. these RF
workhorses offer long term reliability and features
not found in any other single tube transmitter
available.

Features include:

 1/4 Wave Grounded Grid PA.

 Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection.

 PA Temperature Protection.

 Advanced Control System with remote
computer interface and auto log.

 More internal status sensors than any other
transmitter.

 CD Quality Audio. (AES/EBU optional)

 Available from 15KW to 35KW. Combined
systems to 60KW.'NEW- FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter... the best Flf products, the best around -the -clock support,
and the best prices... because you deserve nothing less!

4444 ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4830 North Street, Marcellus, NY 13108
Phone: 315-673-1269 Fa): 315-673-9972

Web Site: armstrongtx.com
email: sales@armstrongte.com
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Control surface
for Nuendo
Steinberg
Steinberg ID: This control device allows
audio professionals to control their audio
software with a familiar console work en-
vironment. The fader section offers 24
channels for direct access. LCD displays
provide track names and the current status
of important channel parameters: solo,cut,
track arming, direct channel strip access
and automation status. The encoder sec-
tion features a complete channel strip lay-
out with 24 endless encoders with button
function, 24 two-line displays and 24 level
indicators for direct access to any channel
parameter. The edit section's integrated
matrix ASCI keyboard and trackball allow
the user to operate the computer and the
software without mouse and keyboard.

+49 40 210 330: fax +49 40 211 598

www.steinberg.net: info@stemberg.net

Tower safety sign
Radiofrequency Safety
International
RSI 6412: RSI specializes in assisting com-
panies and -organizations in developing
comprehensive safety plans through site
assessments
and employee
safety training.
Thiscompetent
climbers -only
notice sign
alerts person-
nel that anyone
climbing the
structure must
be competent
and qualified. OSHA requiresbeingtied off
for structures higher than 6'.

888-830-5648; fax 866-825-4324

www.rkomply.com; info@rfcamply.com

NOTICE

COMPETENT CLIMBERS ONLY
BEYOND THIS POINT
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New Products
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Sony introduces new
MD format

Sony unveiled its Hi -MD format an audio players.
The new format records as much as 47. hours of music
on one disc. The players provide an t :ttensive battery
life and a compact design. The KW recorders
incorporate theATRAC3 plus codec. V, ith ATRAC3 plus
compression, more audio files can be burned to Hi -
MD media or to a standard Mini Disc Music can be
compressed to 132, 105, 66, 64 or 4/1_13/s. The Sony
Hi -MD recorders connect to a PC vi ) a USB cable for
high-speed music transfers.

www.sony.com

Nullsoft releases W namp 5.0
The audio and video file player Wilump has

received an upgrade. Two versions E ie available, a
Winamp Free and Winamp Pro.
www.winamp.com

Orban now shipping
Opticodec-PC

Orban is shipping the Opticodec-P:, an MPEG-4
aacPlus software encoder. The software lets streaming
providers supply content encoded w th :he Coding
Technologies aacPlus codec. Media players such as
Real Player 10 can now decode aac lus streams.
Opticodec-PC is available for Windc -vs 2000 and XP
and supplies streams compatible wit the free Darwin
Streaming Server, which is available multiple
platforms including Linux, Windows. nd Macintosh.
Opticodec-PC is available in two veiions, LE and PE.
www.orban.com

Condenser mic
Lawson
Air.The LawsonAir mic features an
original capsule design using a
variant of the company's L47 cap-
sule. The mic is a 48V phantom -
powered, 1" large -diaphragm car-
dioid condenser mic with a six -
micron gold -sputtered diaphragm.
The capsule diaphragms are con-
nected by the edge rather than at
the center for more warmth, robust
articulation and more resonant
proximity effects. Air features the
Lawson Quick Change capsule
system that is easily removable and
may be plugged into all other Law-
son mics. The mic's solid-state cir-
cuit features a Neutrik transformer,haz d -
soldered all -discrete components an:. a
gold-plated XLR connector. The mic otters
20Hz to 20kHz frequency response.

615-269-5542; fax 615-269-5745

www.lawsonmicrophones.com: mail@lawAnmicrophones.com

CD
6-3
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datawophl

Engineering Feasibility Studies
2000 Population Reporting
AM, FM, TV/LPTV. Translators
Wireless (ITFS. MDS. MMDS)

Custom Mapping
Predicted FCC Contours
Longley-Rice Received Signal Level Coverage
Demographics

Subscriptions
DataXpert
FLAG FCC Monitoring Service
Engineering Services

www.dataworld.com info()dataworld.com

800 - 368 - 5754 301 - 652 - 8822 301 - 656 - 5341 (fax)
P.O. Box 30730 Bethesda. MD 20824

MEI

ler

THE DAW BUYERS GUIDE

A free online guide to
digital audio workstations,

hardware & software packages,
tapeless recorders and

DAW controllers,
with a searchable database

of 200+ products.

http://SYPHAonline.com
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Modular condenser
microphone
Sennheiser Electronics
Contractor series:The Contractor series of
microphones feature three capsules, the

ME 34 cardioid, ME 25 super-
cardioid, ME 36 mini shotgun
and two goosenecks, the MZH

3015 and MZH
3040.The capsules

can interface with the two
different -sized goosenecks

of the series, the 15cm MZH
3015 and the 40cm MZH 3040.

The compact MZH 3015 is flexible
from the preamp to the capsule while

the MZH 3040 has a single flex point
above the pre -amp and a non -bending
neck up to the capsule for a clean appear-
ance. The system operates on 12V to 48V
phantom power and will be initially avail-
able in black.

860-434-9190; fax 860-434-1159

wwwsanahaisensa.com; liesaimbeisenisa.com

Headphones
AKG
K101,K301Xtra,K71:TheK
301 Xtra is a semi -open, large

diaphragm headphone that
provides audiophile grade
sound. The Varimotion XXL
transducers deliver high sen-
sitivity and low impedance.
In addition, the head-
phones provide deep bass,
a frequency response of
18Hz-26KHz, its sensitivity
102dB and its output imped-
ance is 5511.The K 101 headphones
are an open -back headphone with a
computer -optimized MX20 transducer design. The K 101
has a wide 18-22,000Hz frequency response and 101dB
sensitivity and low 1911 impedance.The K 71 featherweight
headphones are a semi -open headphone featuring high
100dB sensitivity and low 19f1 impedance.The lightweight
design weighs only 140 grams (5 oz.) and its easy load
helps extend the life of the expensive batteries in portable
devices.The K 71 headphone delivers a full 20-20,000Hz
frequency response.

615-620-3800; fax 615-620-3875

wmalqpncanz akgusaaharmacam

Acoustics First
r4)

Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

The 1014 AcoustiKit

The 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control
room package with real studio Art Diffusors-.

Acoustics First combines these in one box with Cutting Wedge' foam,
Bermuda Triangle Traps 'and specific instructions for installation.

The 1014 AcoustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without buying more than you need.

_

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web": ftf)://irWdeauatic§first.eom

r
' Cell Phone

Interface

I IWO allim
I *0 s  410-*
I 44c10,
I Gvea%*

IFlipJack FJ-5001
3 channel cell phone interface I

I I

Two headphone jacks
Two Mic inputs & Line Input
Connection To A
Standard Telephone Line.
Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power
Balanced Line Level Output

ICONEX SYSTEMS II
1 1

I II I
ELECTRO 1

1

1

Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5"D I

Tuner input for off -air monitoring I

LED level indicator

www.conex-electro.com

1602 Carolina St P 0 Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227
1 360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822

EMAIL conex@conex-electro corn
L

800-645-1061
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New Products

Compressor, leveler, limiter
Aphex Systems
Compellor 320D: Now
available with digital and
analog1/0,this processor is
useful for digital applications that receive or send bit -rate reduced audio. This product's circuitry provides
level -controlled audio through the use of simultaneous, complementary intelligent compressor action,
leveling and peak limiting. Patented control circuits continuously analyze the input signal and vary the
control characteristics to provide virtually undetectable operation. Heavy processing is imperceptible.
This product will not unmask the masking algorithms of upstream bit -rate reductions and will feed a signal
to the downstream bit rate reductions that will not create more artifacts.

818-767-2929; fax 818-761-2641; www.aphex.com; sales@aphax.cas

'   1

Snake cables
Whirlwind

Connect series: Designed with many of the same features
found in the Medusa Standard snakes series, this series
contains a 100" snake with 16 sends and four XLR returns.
Other features include fanout with multiple layers of heat
shrink; wire -mesh strain relief and grip on the box; and the
connectors are hand soldered to the XLRs, not crimped.

800-733-9473; fax 716-865-8930

www.whilwiduacom; saies@wtidwidua.com

suss °'    II
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For more detailed information visit us at www arrakis-systems.com or call (970') 461-0730
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Reader Feedback

The search continues

Ratito
A solid foundation
swo ftrtate sets the stage

n the summer of 2003 we began our search
to find the oldest transmitter in daily use.We
received some submissions directly from
stations, while others came from people
who suggested we contact another station.
After many phone calls and e -mails, we
were able to confirm that a Gates BC -1T was
still in use at WNAH, Nashville. We an-
nounced our finding in the Sign Off col-
umn in the December issue.

Despite our diligent search, it seems that
many readers chose not to respond to
the initial request. Since then we have
received submissions for transmitters
that predate the 1960 unit. The letter
concerning the oldest one to date fol-
lows. If you have an older transmitter
that is used as a main transmitter, let us
know at radio@primediabusiness.com.

-Kari Taylor,associate editor*it

14

comments?
radio@primediabusiness.com

I was reading the December issue and
saw the article on the oldest transmitter
in Sign Off. I have an older one for you:
WFLO-AM 870 went on the air August
1947 and we are still using the original

transmitter today. It is a Raytheon lkW AM
transmitter (model RA -1000). Dan Churchill
of Commercial Radio Company in Caven-
dish,VT, has referred to this transmitter as
the Rolls Royce of transmitters. Churchill is
an expert on Raytheon transmitters and
helps us wheneverwe have technical prob-
lems. Our Raytheon purrs like a kitten and
its pushing 57 years of fulltime service as
our main AM transmitter.

Francis Wood
general manager

WFLOAM/FM,Farmville,VA,and and
WSVS AM,Crewe,VA

Debates on IBOC
What will 1BOC do for FM? Only cost

money (for the benefit of the equipment
manufacturers) and put digital hash on the
adjacent channels. In addition, the digital
time delay, which might be somewhere
between 5 and I °seconds, will really mess
up a call -in program.

All I can say is that I refuse to install it. !see no reason to
think that it will help either the stations or the listeners. It's
just the idea that digital is supposed to be better-more
high-tech. Radio Shack sells digital -ready headphones. But
the salesmen don't know what that means.

StanleySwanson
chief engineer

KBNL,Laredo,7X

There is an incredible drumbeat to push digital AM and
FM with sketchy -at -best articles in the trades explaining
how it will benefit anyone. Initially it looked like AM radio
could get an FM -grade signal-a pretty good deal-while
FM would get pretty much nothing and spend a whole lot
getting it. It still looks like FM will get nothing out of IBOC.

For AM, the notion of FM quality is a good idea, but the
technology seems to be flawed. For example,we can hear
hash in South Carolina from WSAI [Cincinnati] 1530 at
sundown when WSAI is still on IBOC. Can you imagine
everystation in the country generating that kind of ruckus?
The people looking to make financial gain from this
proposal tell us that it is not a problem. If we follow their
lead, we will soon learn that dial is filled with hash, which
is not good. By then it will be too late.

What's really wrong with radio? It has nothing to do with
IBOC-it's the content: consultant -driven, canned, boring
playlists; not a real person in the building.

Jim Jenkins
owner/general manager

WAGS/WJDJ, Bishopville, SC

Data dismay
I was reading the January 2004 issue and stopped to read

your Viewpoint The Data Dilemma. I got to the point in the
article where you identify Clear Channel as "the new
champion" after "installing RBDS encoders in its stations
nationwide." No other radio operator was identified. Need-
less to say, I was disapponted that Entercom and its
dynamic RBDS initiative was not mentioned. I believe itwas
Entercom (working with Allen Hartle and the RadioExpe-
rience) turning on 60 of our stations' 57kHz subcarriers
and displaying artist and song title information that caught
CC's attention,and got them to follow suit. I wonder if CC
would be transmitting RBDS on more than 190 stations
now if Entercom hadn't started doing it first?

I recall what the Shoreline railroad owner had to say about
the much bigger Great Northern Railroad: We may not be
as big, but we're just as wide.

John Price
Entercom Corporate Engineering

Seattle
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TAKE YOUR STATION TO

THE NEXT

Listeners. advertisers. and technology...that's
what keeps Radio stations alive. Attend NAB2004
and take your revenues to the next level! Targeted
conferences, on -floor educational pavilions and
the world's largest broadcast marketplace offer
insight. cost -saving solutions and alternative
technologies to keep you competitive.

Whether you're a station owner. general manager.
program director, news director, sales manager or
radio engineer...you need to be at NAB.

"Music and the Spoken Word" featuring
The Mormon Tabernacle Choir

NAB Broadcasting Hall of Fame,
Radio Inductee; Radio Luncheon,
Tuesday, April 20.

Sponsored by ASCAP

For Sponsorship information, contact us at 1.202.429.5426 or advertising@nab.org
For Exhibit information, contact us at 1.202.595.2051 or exhibit@nab.org
For Membership information, contact us at 1.202.429.5300 or membership@nab.org

LEVEL

SHOP TEE GLOBAL CONTENT MARKETPLACE

See the World's Leading Suppliers -

1,300+ Exhibitors!

AMS NEE - Airakis Systems - Belar
Electroni:s - Broadcast Electronics -
Broadcast Tools - Calrec Audio - Crown
Broadcast - Dolby - Elettro iika SRL - Harris
Corporatoon - Menwood - Kiler Tracks -
MediaTouch - Moseley Ass3ciates -
Musicam - Orban - Profess onal Sound
Corporat on - PCS - Shively Labs - Sierra
Automated Systems - SRS Labs - Telos
Systems - Wheatstone Cor3oration -
and morc!

Visit www.nabshow.com for a complete list.

STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION

Learn From the Industry's Leading Experts

Radio Management Conferelce

Broadcast Engineering Conference

Business Law & Regulation Conference

RTNDA@ NAB

NEW! Satellite 3usiness & Technology Pavilion

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

April 17-22, 2004  Las Vegas, NV
Exhibits. Mbnday, April 19 - Thursday. April 22

REGISTER TODAY ONLINE!



NEW Circuit-WC:1*ES TElEphon C solutions
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The TEITap - Manual Telephone
Coupler & Passive Tap Interface

The The TelTap is a versatile and
inexpensive telephone coupler.
Once connected to a standard
RJ-11 plug, the you have a choice
of seizing the phone line or just
tapping the line. The TelTap can
be used to either send or receive
audio regardless of which mode is
selected. A ring LED indicates
the presence of an incoming call.
The TelTap lists for just $89.00.

zgarmill11181W

ThE TElco-6 - Ringer Relay

Calls come in, you get
relay outputs. It's that
simple. Accepts up
to six independant
telephone lines. Each
incoming ring closes
the associated relay.
Each relay has two sets
of form "c" contacts.
Relays stay steady on
during rings. All
interface connections
on screw terminals.

For complete information about all of our products, includ ng downloadable tech manuals,
brochures and pricing for all of our products, visit our website at www.ciricuitwerkes.com.

CircuitWErkEs. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th StrEEt. GainEsvillE. Florida 32609. USA. 352-335-6555

94111.1111111"

communications solutions

IA ae*,,ik.

;
L,-, L

, :

.tor Version 2
Langley -Rice, USGS Maps, & a whole lot more!

90'144y rc0,4411.40'
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Towers
Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structurci Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellerce in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience is
your future

E ectro'iics Research, In
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www,ERlinc.com

MODERN RADIO:
TWICE THE GEAR-

HALF
THE

HELP.

SO WHAT'S
YOUR "PLAN B"?

Don't let equipment problems get you down.
Plan B is a silence seisor, digital audio source
voice remote ccntrol, listen line and more -
all in one tidy box with a 5 -year wa-ranty

Call your dealer or visit
www danagge- com

/Oa.. e

Danagger Audio Works 1 -888 -89 -AUDIO 0"

411111111=1

Propagation Systems, Inc.
Quality Broadcast Antennas for the Digital Future.

Come see us at the NRB in Charlotte at Booth #4096
or see us in Las Vegas at NAB Booth #C1335.

Corporate offices
719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
Tel: 814-472-5540
Fax: 814-472-5675

Texas Sales Office
1501 N. Main Ste. D
Cleburne,TX 76033 USA
Tel: 817-645-1700
Fax: 817-202-0600

CD
1.1

www.beradio.com

Email: sales@psibroadcast.com  Web site: www.psibroadcast.com
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ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #616
November 2003 - January 2004

SEMICONDUCTORS

44.7v
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ELECTROMECHANICAL

TEST TOOLS & SUPPLIES

MOUSERELECTRONICS
www.mouser.corn (800) 346-6873

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

rJoefor,
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a   el

40        
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800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com
ilk Si

Our client list continues to grow
We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock. SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a

proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Tran scorn Corporation
AM b FM Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fntamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives tier all

major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1.5kW 1987 BE FM1.5A
2.5kW 1978 Collins 831D2
3.5kW 1988 BE FM3.5A
3.5kW
5kW
10kW
20kW
20kW
20kW
20kW
25kW
25kW

25kW
30kW
50kW

1992 Harris HT3.5
1983 Harris FM5K
1980 Harris FM 10K
1978 Collins 831G2
1982 Harris FM2OK
2000 Harris Z20 CD
1989 CIEI FM020. 000B
1991 Continental 816R3B
1980 CSI T -25 -FA
(Amplifier Only)
1982 Harris FM25K
1986 BE FM30A
1982 Harris Combiner
w/auto exciter -transmitter
switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
5kW 1982 Harris MW5A
5kW 1996 Nautel ND5
10kW 1987 Harris MW1OB
10kW 1987 Nautel Ampfet 10
50kW 1985 Continental 317C2
50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
VHF and UHF 10 W to 10 kW

TV Antennas

TV STL

Contact us for a quote

USED MISC, EQUIPMENT
BE FX30 Exciter

Continental 802B Exciter
Belar AMM3 Mod. Monitor
Denon 720R Cassette Recorder
Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo
Inovonics AM Stereo Processor.

Model 250-01

Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch.
Model RFC8-1

Optimod 9100B
Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901.

Digital, 2 Tower

Potomac Phase Monitor AM19,
2 Tower

Potomac TU-16 Remote Control

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

50 February 2004
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A Rectifier To Fit
Your Transmitter
No matter what transmitter
you own, we can provide
quality rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable,

cost-effective
solution to
meet the
requirements
of most AM
and FM

transmitters
built since the 1950s
at prices better than
the manufacturers'.

Rectifier Upgrade:
Available

Same Day Shipments

electronics

mumixechhers.coni

800-G49-6370 `Kt

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Professional software packages for FCC
appli:ations and predicting coverage.

Create stunning 'real -world- coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, PTP, Okamura'Hata and
FCC with Probe 11^4

4 Search for FM channels under spaungs
and contour protection using FMCont'v

. Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM-ProTM

Plot ETL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D "'

VS
COMMUNICATION,
RA ..Ommm*MINmSON.

wolUmImmImOmmIlim

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3884

oft The leader re troadenit
ergneenng ociondlos

soften.

LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every
power level. We help hundreds of
broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

al111111111.

LBA TunipoleTi"
Folded Unipole Systems

Didlexer, Tnplexer and
Phascr Systems

Antenna Turing Units

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155
ftmail Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com
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RF PARTS'
COMPANY

 Audio Broadcast
 Industrial Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor RFP Eimac
Amperex MA/Com Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

Going Digital?
Go Gold WAV!

4if?v
rait-
26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1

stereo .WAV files with all the
song data embedded.

Also available in GoldOrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
GoIdWAV or GoldOrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

cr.piruIRY
GoldDisc - GoldDrive - Gold,'

The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800 TMCIciTMCentury.com

Quality Equipment

Manufactured by

DRS Broadcast Technology
Dallas, TX

(800) 733.5011

DRS BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY40DRS
TECHNOLOGIES

www.contelec.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

1; 4,2'41 1#04 tlet.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlieli.coin E-mail: jimg(kgorman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

WIN 1.1 In
Ili 

Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz D A Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded .n
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916
Nebsite: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

bdi

To Advertise

in the

Gallery

Section

Contact Steven Bell

913-967.1848

sbell@primediabusiness.com

Miniature Based LED Lamps
Equal Huge Savings!
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Replaces Incandescent Bulb Numbers 6ESB. 6PSB.
12ESB 12PSB. 24E-SB 24PSB. 28ESB. 28PSB.
48ESB. 48PSB, 60SB. 120PSB. 3S6, and 6S6

Available on Standard Industrial Bases or Direct Incandescent Bulb Replacement.

T l5rnm) SLbminiature Wedge Base. Midget Flange Base. Telephone Sidle Base.
13',. (9mmlMvoiattore Bayonet Base and S6 Candelabra S :row Base

Maintenanc Free
Outshines / Lasts Incandescent Lamps Ten to One

Shock and Vibration Resistani
Dramattcallr Reduces Relangang Time.and Cost
Reduces Pc woer Consumption 80% to 90%
Available tram 6 Volts to 230 Volts AC/DC. Non -polarized and Bipolar
Available in A.I LEO Colors R Td. Amboy. Yellow. Green. 61ue and White
Available w th Songle-chip. Mdti chop. Bicolor and Tro,color LEDs

D
Install Dur miniature based and panel mount
LED lamps and never have lo change another
light bulb for 100,000 hours or ten years!

Li- f iTRONICS, INC.
THE FUTURE OF LIGHT

23105 kooshowa Ct Torrance. CA lor
Phone 13001 5294875 Of 13101534 1!:05
Fay 1311) 534 1424
Websee hhp ihenve lodironot row

THE HYATT AUDIO COMPROC 2.0

Experience a new level of loudness and seperation.

For those who demand total market control without sacrificing quality.

Distortion Free
Loud

Clear
Composite

Processing Power

Hyatt Audio Don't just hear it, FEEL it
(719) 241.6225 Call for a cealer near you

=BROADCAST EQUIPMEN

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax t to you.

All equipment so d with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031 *Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. coin  e-mail info@baycountry.com
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SLiI2EV:07, awaclealtRtoducti.
Solid State FMTransmitters

8,000 watt
4,000 watts
2,000 watt
1,000 watt
500 watt
250 watt
100 watt

44,990.00
24,990.00
12,990.00

7,000.00
4,000.00
2,500.00
1,900.00

Solid State FM Amplifiers
2,000 watt
1,000 watt
500 watt
250 watt
100 watt

12,000.00
6,000.00
3,000.00
1,750.00
1,250.00

FM STL
Transmitter and Receiver

" 111111111111'1:

14 111111111111

v

L. I
Both Transmitter and Receiver

$3,500.00

High Performance
FM Transmitters

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Pane

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on

front panel shows
operating parameters

Fall Special Limited time offer
10,000 watt Transmitter $18,990.00

Broadband FM Antennas
Ideal for Digital or
multa station operation

Circular polarization - DC ground for
lightning protection - mounts directly to

tower leg - Power input 4,000 watts per bay
Priced as low as 795.00 for a single bay

Multi bay operation up to eight bays

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248 Ph 972/473-2577 800/279-3326
Vas 972/473-2578 800/644-5958 e-mail jjoynt@superiorbroadcast.com website superiorbroadcast.com

datawople

Engineering Tools
Feasability Studies
Longley-Rice RSI.

Maps & Population
Area -to -Locate Studies

Marketing Tools
Custom Nlapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing

Management Tools
DataNpert'"I
Coverage Maps
FLAGsm FCC Monitoring
LMA/Duopoly Studies

www.dataworld.com info@dataworld.com
800-368-5754  301-652-8822  fax: 301-656-5341

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALso

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

$
11111117111111 111111111111117

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 lax 505-325-1142

If lightning striates on your
tower are causing equipment

damage and lost air time -

the cost of Stati-Cat
system may be recovered
daring your first lightning

season.

AFFORDABLE - RUGGED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The Stati-Cat Lightning
Prevention System

provides a continuous, low-resistence
discharge path for the static electric

charge on tall structures.
DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1/8"

STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

UMha
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 Fax (505) 326-2337
cortanacorporation corn
cortanal Oearthlinknet
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ECHNOLOG

AIM

529 Rosedale Read

y Suite 103
Kennett Square, PA 19348

email:sales@studiotechnology.com
www.studiotechnology.com

To advertise in the
Marketplace Section

Contact
Jennifer Shafer

800-896-9939
jshafer@primediabusiness.com

www.beradio.com

Nexus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp.
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp.
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp.

$1795
$ 995
$3955
$54954

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcast.cot
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO NTA.......TENNAS, INC.

(817)-336-4351
www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net
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E

Professional Services
Structural Analysis

riffri
ICBM I

Electronics Research. Inc
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
wvw ERlinc corn

, 4006

't 8E11 FINE
: SUI1E 160

. ADDISON

IRAS

ri 15001

911/661-5717
www rbdg corn

RUSS BER6ER DE5I6N GROUP

 RHORDIN6 AND BIKAKASI IkIOl1 51SIG6

frii-010101191/1CRIORS t OR KOUSTIO1 SPACIS

 ROOM KODSIIG AND SOUND SCIA11%

11019 MO MOON COMM

Radio Software
Low-cost Radio Broadcasting Software
Low maintenance Music/Spot Scheduler and Digital

Audio Live AssisVAutomation Playback System.
Priced from $79 to $250 used by -Bah Creator and Studio offer maw
small cornmercial, iron commercial, of de klatures available on high end
IPEM schools interim streaming radio software at aq affordable once

*hov 'wet crash ." n. -1(4,d

www StM1011PlaylIct row  omail cao tationplaylist corm

JOHN H. BKITISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

rAil7AAppiedwireiess Ill.:, 330011 886655 41042121

Kevin McNamara emall:kevinmceapplieOwoelessinc corn
President d CEO www appliedwaelessinc corn

Emolument

WANT TO FILL A POSITION?
Sot IFfl OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

JobsONLINE C- RESUME Service
wwwshe.org  (317) 846-9000, x34

WANT TO FIND A NEW JOB?

THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

A PRIMEDIA
Publication

bwiwberado.cein
radlocmonmedabudnesszan

Editor - Chriss Scherer. CSRE CBNT, cscherer@primediabusiness.com

Technical Editor, RF -John Rattison, P.E. batcom@bright net
Associate Editor- Kari Taylor, ktaylor@primediabusiness.corn
Sr. Art Director- Michael J. Knust. mknust@primediabusiness.corn
Assoc. Art Director -Robin Morsbach, rmorsbach@primediabusiness.com

Technical Consultants - Harry C. Martin. Legal
Kevin McNamara, CNE, Computers and Networks

Mark Krieger, CBT, Contract Engineering
Russ Berger, Broadcast Acoustics

Donald L Markley, P.E. Transmission Facilities

Senior Vice President - Peter L May. pmay@primediabusiness.coin
Publisher- Dennis Troia, dtriola@primediabusinesscorn
Marketing Director -Christina Heil. cheil@primediabusiness.com
Sr. Director of Production -Curt Pordes. cpordes@primediabusinesscom
Group Production Mgr. -Melissa Langstaff. mlangstaff@primediabusiness.com
Production Coordinator- Melissa Williams, mwillams@primediabusiness.com
Classified Ad Coordinator -Michelle Hooper, mhooper@primediabusiness.corn
VP Audience Ma rket ing -Jery Okabe. jokabe@primediabusiness.com
Audience Marketing Dir. - Barbara Kummer, bkummereRprimediabusiness.com
Audience Marketing Mgr. -Sonja Rader, srader@primediabusiness.com

MEMOIR ORGANIZATIONS
Sustaining Member of
 Acoustical Society of America
 Audio Engineering Society

Society of Broadcast Engineers

Member. American Business Media

4230

PRIMEDIA
Busancla Magazines & Meth.

COO Jack Condon. icondon@primediabusiness.corn
Executive VP -John French. drench@primediabusiness.com
Sr. VP, Business Development -EricJacobson. ejacobson@primediabusiness.COM

Applied Wireless, Inc
. . providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21V4

For Sale

A T. SPACEWISE®
"The Price and Quality leader...

In Broadcast Studio Furniture!"

Affordably customized systems in several pnce ranges
Professional Quality furniture shop construction

omponents, real woods. and premium laminates Built to
order and easy to assemble Economically and safely

slivered crated to you, MORE ELSEWHERE"
25+ YEARS OF RADIO BROADCAST EXPERIENCE
GOES INTO THE DESIGN OF OUR PRODUCTS!

CALL US- 800-775-3660
SEE US - WWW.SPACEWISE.COM

AcousticsFirst
TN= 888-7654 900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Pwww.heradio.com

P11111001111 Onaines-to-Oseimins Creep -
745 PIM Ave., NY. NY 10151

CEO - Marin F \lalcska marlin maleska@primedia.com

PP00150.1111 lac.
Chairman - I ii -an Nelson, dean.nelson@primedia.com
President & CEO - Kelly Conlin, kelly.conlin@primedia.com
Vice Chairman & General Counsel - Bevedy Chet!. beverlychell@primedia.com

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Free and controlled circulation to qualified subscribers. Non -qualified
persons may subscribe at the following rates: USA and Canada, 1 year. $50.00, 2 years, $95.00,
3 year, $140.00. Outside the USA and Canada, 1 year. $65.00, 2 years. $125.00. 3 years. $185.00
surface mail (1 year. $105.00, 2 years, $205.00, 3 years. $305.00 airmail delivery). For
subscriber services or to order single copies, write to Radio, 2104 Harvell Circle. Bellevue, NE
68005 USA: call 866-505-7173 or 402-505-7173: or visit beradio.com.

ARCHIVES & MICROFORM: This magazine is available for research and retrieval of
selected archived articles from leading electronic databases and online search services.
including Factiva, LexisNexis, and Proquest. For microform availability, contact ProQuest at
800-521-0600 or 734-761-4700, or search the Serials in Microform listings at proquest.com.

REPRINTS: Contact Erlene Ramsey at Wright's Reprints to purchase quality custom reprints or
e -prints of articles appearing in this publication at 877-652-5295 or 218-419-5725. Instant
reprints and permissions may be purchased directly from our website: look for the iCopyright
tag appended to eand of each article.

PHOTOCOPIES: Authorization to photocopy articles for internal corporate, personal. or
instructional use may be obtained from the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) at 978750
8400. Obtain further information at copright.com.

PRIVACY POLICY: Your privacy is a priority to us. For a detailed policy statement about privacy
and information dissem nation practices related to Primedia Business magazines and Media
products. please visit our website at primediabusiness.com.

CORPORATE OFFICE: Primedia Business Magazines & Media, 9800 Metcalf. Overland Park,
Kansas 66212: 913-341.1300: primediabusiness.com.

EDITORIAL, BUSINESS and CORPORATE OFFICE 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS, 66212:
913341-1380: beradio.com, primediabusiness.com.

PRIMEDIA

Copyright 2004, PRIMEDIA Business Magazines & Media Inc. All Rights Reserved

UST RENTAL SERVICES
Marie Brigand, Statlistics
Phone: (203) 778-8700 x146
Fax: (203) 778-4839
primedia@statlisCcs.com

EDITORIAL REPRINTS
Wright's Reprints

Phone: (877) 652-5295, ext. 106
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Sales Offices
NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR
Steven Bell
9800 Metcalf Avenue
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-7249
E-mail: sbell@primediabusiness corn

EUROPE/UK
Richard Woolley
P.O. Box 250
Banbury, Oxon OX16 5YJ
Telephone. +44 1295 278 407
Fax: +44 1295 278 408
E-mail. richardwoolley@compuserve.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Jennifer Shafer
Telephone:(rith,) 896_9939
(913) 967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
E-mail. Ishaferaprimediabusiness.com

Advertiser Index

Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for Radio.

This month: Facility Showcase. page 28.

Gregg Garcia
Chief Engineer
Lotus
Communications

Tucson,AZ

Garcia started his
career at KROY-AM/
FM in Sacramento,
CA, in 1977 as an as-
sistant engineer. He

then worked in Los Angeles as chief engineer
of KFAC and then KKGO. In 1986 he moved
to the network side and joined the Transtar
Radio Network and later became the director
of technical operations for ABC Watermark,
which produced American Top 40 with Casey
Kasem and Shadoe Stevens. Since then, he
has worked for KKXX and KLLY/KNZR/KCHT
in Bakersfield, and thenTucson stations KMXZ/
KKHG/KFFN and KRQQ/KWFM/KNST/KCEE
before joining Lotus Communications.

Radio
T.. RADIO TACRRIOLOOV LRAORR

Written by radio professionals
Written for radio professionals

Radio, Volume 10, Number 2, ISSN 1542-0620 is published
monthly and mailed free to qualified recipients by PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media Inc, 9800 Metcalf, Overland
Park. KS 66212-2216 (primediabusiness.corn). Periodicals
postage paid at Shawnee Mission, KS. and additional mailing
offices. Canadian Post Publications Mail Agreement No.
40597023. Canada return address: DP Global Mail. 4960-2
Walker Road, Windsor. ON N9A 613. Additional resources,
including subscription request forms and an editorial calen-
dar are available online at beradio.com. To order single
copies call 866-505-7173 or 402-505-7173.

POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Radio, P.O. Box
2100. Sk,,kie. IL 600767800 USA.
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Broadcast Warehouse 19

Circuitwerkes

Comrex

Conex Electro-Systems

Continental Electronics

Cortana

Creative Studio Solutions

Danagger Audio Works

Dataworld

Electronics Manufacturing

ERI-Electronics Research

ESE

Gorman -Redlich Mfg. Co.

Harris Corp. Broadcast Div

Henry Engineering

Hyatt Audio

JK Audio
Kintronic Labs

LBA Technology

Ledtronics 11, 53

Mager Systems 41

Mooretronix 50

Mouser Electronics 50

Musicam USA 15

NAB 47

Nexus Broadcast 55

Advertiser
Website

wwvv.acousticsfirst.corn

Www.amgroundsystems.corn

www aphex.com

www.armstrongtx.corn

wvwv.arrakis-systems.corn

www audioscience.corn

www a utogramcorp.corn

www.baycountry.com

.914-737-5032 www.broadcast-devices.corn

888-BSIUSA1 www.bsiusa.com

+44-20-8540-9992 www.broadcastwarehouse corn

48 ... 352-335-6555 vwwv.circuitwerkes.com

42 315-673-1269

6, 32, 45 ... 970-224-2248

12 ... 302-324-5333

50 800-327-6901

877-722-1031

9, 35 ... 978-784-1717 www comrex com

44 . 800-645-1061 www.conex-electro.com

25, 52 ... 800-733-5011 www.contelec.corn

54 . 888-325-5336 wvvw.cortanacorporation.corn

39 ... 303-426-5004 www creativestudiosolutions.corn

49 . 888-892-8346 www.danagger.corn

43,54 ... 301-652-8822 www.dataworld.com

51 ... 800-649-6370 www rectifiers.corn

49 ... 812-925-6000 ,,,,, www.ERlinc.corn

33 . 310-322-2136 www.ese-web.com

52 ... 740-593-3150

3 ... 800-622-0022

21 ... 626-355-3656

53 719-241-6225

37 ... 800-552-8346
12 . 423-878-3141

51 . 800-522-4464

www.gorman-redlich.corn

www.broadcast.harris.corn

www.henryeng.corn

www.heilsoundcorn
www jkaudio corn

vwwv.kintronic.corn

www.lbagroup.corn

...310-534-1505 www ledtronics.com

...623-780-0045 www.magersystems.corn

800-300-0733 wvwv.mooretronix.com

.. 800-346-6873 www.mouser com

. 732-739-5600 www.musicamusa corn

. 202-429-5336 www.nab.org

...800-219-7461 www.nexusbroadcast.com
www.nottltd corn

www nprss org/be
www.pocketrec.corn

www psibroadcast.com

vwwv.ramsyscom.corn

wow. dparts.corn

Nott Ltd. 54 505-327-5646

NPR Satellite Services 13 . 202-513-2626

Pocketrec 20 . 703-281-1073

Propagation Systems 49 . 814-472-5540

RAM Broadcast Systems 22 ... 847-487-7575

RF Parts 52 ... 800-737-2787

rf Software, Inc. 48...352-336-7223 www.rfsoftware.corn

Samco Antennas, Inc. 55 . 817-336-4351 www.samcoantennas corn

SCMS, Inc 23 ... 800-438-6040 wwvv.scmsinc.corn

Scott Studios 1 ... 888 -GET -SCOTT

Sierra Automated Systems 17 ... 818-840-6749

Sine Systems 42...615-228-3500

Sony 5 . 800-472-7669

Studio Technology 55 ... 610-925-2785

Superior Broadcast Products 54... 800-279-3326

Sypha 43 +44-20-8761-1042

Telos Systems 30-31 ... 216-241-7225

TFT, Inc. 14 . 408-943-9323

TieLine Tecinology 7 ... 888-211-6989

TM Century 52 ... 972-406-6800

Transcom Corp. 50 800-441-8454

V -Soft Communications 51 ... 800-743-3684

Waitt Radio 35 . 402-952-7600 www wmonline.corn

Wheatstone 2, 59, 60 252-638-7000 www wheatstone.corn

www scottstudios.corn
vivvvv.sasaudio corn

www sinesystems.corn

vvvvw sony.com

www.studiotechnology.com

www.superiorbroadcast.corn

www.syphaonline corn

wvwv.telos-systems.com

www.tftinc.corn

www.tieline.corn

www.TMCentury corn

www.frnamtvcorn

www.v-soft.corn
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Sinn Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
On February 21,1971, the National Warn-

ing Center at the North American Air De-
fense Command (NORAD) in Colorado

accidentally transmitted
an Emergency Action
Notification (EAN) mes-
sage instead of the
scheduled test message.

The EAN message was
sent at the time of a
regularly scheduled
test, and was sent over
the AP and UPI wire
services, which NORAD
could control for EBS
purposes. The EAN
message was supposed
to be issued to the in-
dustry network control
points only when the

President activated the national -level EBS.
A study of the event followed. The

A copy of the accidental EAN
printout from UPI, courtesy of
Mike Anderson, stlmedia.net.

Sample and Hold
Trends in radio listening

In -car radio listening levels arc up.
while work and home levek erode.

Radio listening levels at work and at home have dropped slowly
over the past few years, perhaps due to the emergence of new media

and entertainment options such as the Internet and video games.
6.6

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

111
Data expressed in AQI I ratings, I2, -
Source: Arbitron Inc./Edison Media Research

investigation revealed that some stations thought the
message was a mistake because it was issued at the same
time as the routine NORAD weekly wire service test mes-
sage. Many broadcast stations did not immediately re-
spond to the EAN message as required by the FCC EBS
rules. Otherssearched for confirmation from other sources
such as the major networks but could find none. Some
stations simply failed to hear the wire service alarm or see
the printed wire copy message. Some stations actually
aired the message.

In 1972. the govemment, in cooperation with the National
Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC), corrected deficien-
cies they found as a result of the NORAD error. Their
corrective actions were to:

 Remove the "Attack Warning" function from EBS. This
action removed NORAD as an activator of the national -

level EBS, leaving the President as the sole activator the
national -level EBS.

 Revise and simplify the EBS instructions issued by the
FCC such as the Part 73 EBS rules, EBS Checklists, EBS
National Control Procedures and Authenticator Lists.

 Improve the activation and authentication procedures.

That was then

Ramko ran an ad in 1981
for its Phase Master cart ma-
chine, which included an
electronic system to "elimi-
nate phase shift and time-
consuming calibration procedures" that did not move the
machine's heads. In addition, it could record, play and
duplicate carts and cassettes.

The picture in the ad showed Johnny PShift,the morning
DJ at K-FAZ explaining to station manager Uncle Bobby
that the radio station's sound is terrible.

Also included with the ad and bound into the magazine
was a flexible sound sheet record named "The Worst of K
FAX Radio starring Johnny Shift"
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D-8 0 0 0
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth

generation digital console has what you need: dual -domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; built-
in router integration with 8 -character displays; a choice of fea-
tures like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memcry/recall-all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all -modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP setup software, letting you easily configure individua.
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone-the digital audio people!

soles @wheatstone.
tel 252-638-7000



GENERATION -8. The On -Air Control
Surface for High -Traffic Studios

Quality is Easy to Identify with stainless
steel construction, easy servicing, and a

clean yet compact layout.
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ONE CAT -5 WIRE conveys all the control from this
surface to Wheatstone's Bridge System. You can bring
any system source (inputs or mixes) to any console
fader or monitor pot (source visibility software
controlled). You can set destinations for mixes, aux
sends and MXMs to anywhere in your facility. For
example, you could allow (or software disallow) your
news console to go to your on -air chain, or feed any
mix desired to a talent or remote position.

THIS MAJOR MARKET CONSOLE can handle all
the call -ins and remotes you'll encounter. Four faders
dedicated specifically to phone segments provide
errorfree interface to four callers or remotes, each
with independent caller and fader feeds, user

vvi--)c_.x-c

selectable talkback communication and adjacent
channel linking. A dedicated LCD display screen keeps
the operator informed and in control.

YOU CAN STORE AND NAME switch and fader
settings for each operator's task and recall them by
simply spinning an encoder and hitting a TAKE
button. And like our larger G-9, the G-8 has 12 user
programmable switches for salvos and intercoms plus
additional programmable TALK buttons for IFB
functions. And with full color LCD display screens the
operator will know for certain that his signal is clean,
his sources correct, and his preset signal is ready and
waiting. The G-8 has the layout and features to let
your operators work fast and accurately!

the digital cauclic) leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com

s.tv vv wheatstone_com
= Made In USA


